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Management summary 

Introduction  

Innovations that are meaningful for consumers can be developed in various ways: e.g. 

technology-pushed or market-pulled. However, it is not only possible to develop innovations 

that have a relevant meaning but also to innovate the meaning itself. This strategy is called 

design-driven new product development (NPD). Within Philips, Philips Design conducts 

design-driven research that is located in the front-end of the design-driven NPD process and 

results in new meanings. There is a clear need for research on the appropriateness of 

performance metrics in design-driven NPD. Hence this study will try to answer the following 

problem statement: 

  

Which performance metrics are most appropriate for Philips Design to use in the front-end of 

design-driven NPD?  

In this study the approach for business problem solving projects of van Aken, Berends & van 

der Bij (2007) is used. However, due to time-constraints only the first three steps: i.e the 

problem definition, diagnosis and plan of action, are performed. The first two steps are 

performed by means of a literature study and case study. The plan of action is the result of a 

synthesis of both.  

Theoretical background 

A literature study was conducted to investigate the existing theoretical background. Design-

driven NPD is defined as a NPD strategy “where innovation starts from the comprehension of 

subtle and unspoken dynamics in sociocultural models and results in proposing radically new 

meanings and languages that often imply a change in sociocultural regimes” (Verganti, 2011, 

p. 387). 

Figure I shows the typical design-driven NPD process. In the front-end of design-driven NPD, 

i.e. the design-driven research phase, three main actions are important (Verganti, 2009, p. 

133): 

 Listening to the design discourse: accessing knowledge about potential new 

meanings and product languages.  

 Interpreting: generating an own vision and proposals for new meanings and 

product languages. 

 Addressing the design discourse: diffusing own vision to other interpreters. 
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Design-driven research 

 Main responsibility of Philips Design 

New value spaces: 

Foresights and 

Design Probes 

New competences: 

Enabling Platforms & 

Thematic Research 

 

Technology research 

Main responsibility of Philips Research 

 

Concept 

generation: 

 Main responsibility 

of market sector 

 

Product 

development 

Main responsibility 

of market sector 

Figure II: The design-driven NPD process within Philips (adapted from Verganti, 2009, p. 173) 

 

New propositions: 

Rapid Co-creation 

 
 

 

An important aspect of performance control is performance measurement. Numerous 

metrics are used within the NPD process. To identify the most appropriate metrics for the 

front-end of design-driven NPD, the high level of radicalness of design-driven new products, 

the special aspects of design-driven NPD that distinct it from other forms of radical NPD, and 

the characteristics of the front-end phase need to be considered. 

Method of case study  

After the literature review a single embedded case study is conducted to describe the front-

end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design and its performance metrics. Yin (2009) argues 

that case studies are the preferred research method when the focus lies on a contemporary 

phenomenon in a real-life context, the investigator has little control over events and ‘how’ 

or ‘why’ questions are regarded as is the case in this part of the study. Interviews and 

documentation are used as sources.  

 

Description and evaluation of the current metrics used in front-end of design-driven NPD 

at Philips Design  

Within Philips Design the front-end of design-driven NPD is divided into different 

subprograms: i.e. Foresight, Design Probes, Rapid Co-creation, and Enabling Platforms & 

Thematic Research. 

Concept generation Product development 

Design-driven 

research 

Technology 

research 

Figure I : The design-driven NPD process (Verganti, 2009, p. 173) 
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Some metrics have been set for the individual subprograms in the front-end of design-driven 

NPD. However, these metrics were focused on how the process in the front-end of design-

driven NPD was implemented. The current metrics of the subprograms can be improved by 

clearly showing why the chosen metrics are the key performance measures that illustrate 

the impact/value of the subprograms.  

Criteria to which metrics related to the front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design 

must correspond 

The metrics in the front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design must correspond to:    

1. The objectives of the subprogram, which in turn must fit with the objectives of Philips 

Design, which in turn must fit the objectives of Philips in general.  

2. The value that is generated by the subprogram so that the KPI’s can be used to 

communicate the generated value.  

3. The key success factors within the subprogram that facilitate the goals and values of 

the previous criteria.  

4. The appropriate metrics found in the literature study so that the resulting metrics will 

be appropriate in the front-end of design-driven NPD. 

5. A small set. The choice between metrics is based on their relevance and ease of 

implementation. To evaluate the ease of implementation each resulting metric must 

be clearly measurable: i.e. it must be clear what and how the metrics are measured. 

Furthermore, when the metric is already used within Philips this makes 

implementation easier and the relevance for top management higher.  

6. The current language used for metrics within Philips. Hence they are also classified by 

the balanced scorecard dimensions since this method is commonly used within 

Philips. 

 

Improved metrics for the subprograms in the front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips 

Design  

Metrics for Foresight and Design Probes  
 

Metrics for Rapid Co-creation 
 Metrics  for Enabling Platforms & 

Thematic Research 

Engaged key external thought leaders 
and opinion leaders within Philips 

 Engaged key external thought leaders 
and opinion leaders within Philips 

 Engaged key external thought leaders 
and opinion leaders within Philips 

External thought leader net promoter 
indication 

 External thought leader net promoter 
indication 

 External thought leader net promoter 
indication 

Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication 

# of insights incorporated in business  
 

 # of propositions implemented in 
business/ transferred to Seed phase 

 # of propositions implemented in 
business/ transferred to Seed phase 

Publication score 
 

# of abandoned propositions 
 

# of abandoned propositions 

Table I: Improved metrics for the subprograms in the front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design 
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Improved metrics to communicate the value of the total front-end of design-driven NPD at 

Philips Design  

Objective  
of Philips 

Philips Design goal 
(Strategy how the objective is reached) 

Philips Design KPI 

Agility 
Identify the probable systematic shifts in the 
social and economic domains likely to affect the 
company 

 Publication score 

 External thought leader net promoter indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter 
indication  

External partner involvement 
 
Openness 
 
Cross-functional partnership 
 
Cross-sector leverage 

 Engaged key external thought leaders and opinion 
leaders within Philips 

 

Objective  
of Philips 

Philips Design goal 
(Strategy how the objective is reached) 

Philips Design KPI 

Speed Define scope and incorporate existing 
knowledge so that no knowledge is 
unnecessary recreated. 

 Engaged key external thought leaders (external to 
subprogram, so also people from other 
subprograms) and opinion leaders within Philips 

Experiment early, so that early people insights 
are incorporated. This makes sure no time is 
wasted with bad propositions 

 External thought leader net promoter indication  

Implement insight in market sectors and make 
sure they are accepted. In this way no time in 
the later phases in spilled by recreating existing 
knowledge. 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter 
indication  

 # of design-driven elements incorporated in 
business 

 

Objective  
of Philips 

Philips Design goal 
(Strategy how the objective is reached) 

Philips Design KPI 

People 
focus 

Engage key thought and opinion leaders so that  
knowledge regarding meaning and the socio-
cultural context is gathered 

 Engaged key external thought leaders and opinion 
leaders within Philips 

Interpret knowledge in insights regarding 
meaning and the socio-cultural context for 
Philips 

 Publication score 

 External thought leader net promoter indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter 
indication  
 

Experiment early, so that people insights are 
early incorporated 

 

Table II: Improved metrics to communicate the contribution of the total front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design  

  

Objective  
of Philips 

Philips Design goal 
(Strategy how the objective is reached) 

Philips Design KPI 

Efficiency 
& Scale 

Implement insight in market sectors and make 
sure they are accepted. In this way no time in 
the later phases in spilled by recreating existing 
knowledge & give room to scale good 
propositions 

 Opinion leaders within Philips  Net Promoter 
Indication  

 # of design-driven elements incorporated in 
business 

Reduce wasting resources on bad propositions  # of abandoned propositions 
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Discussion 

This study has several limitations. Most importantly the designed set of metrics has not been 

implemented and evaluated yet. Furthermore, the design has to be further refined: e.g. the 

target values of the metrics and frequency of measurement should be determined. 

Furthermore, by doing a multiple case study instead of a single one, case specific elements 

can be removed in cross-case analyzes. In this way general theory can be build. In sum, 

future research is necessary to complete the regulative and reflective cycle of van Aken et al. 

(2007) to build theory.   
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Importance of performance measurement in the design-driven NPD process  

When the Nintendo Wii was introduced, it overturned the game console market. Not 

because this console was technically different, but because it overturned the meaning of 

game consoles. Suddenly a game console did not facilitate a passive immersion in a virtual 

world, but by using motion sensitive controllers it became a real life, active, and social 

experience appealing to a larger group of people (Verganti, 2011). The Wii did not compete 

with other consoles in the way people were used to, by having better graphics and 

performance (Verganti, 2011). Instead it overturned the dominant meaning and thereby it 

created a new market. The new meaning became a huge success. The Wii sold at a faster 

rate than any other console ever did. Six months after its introduction, the US sales were 

twice as high as those of the Xbox 360 and even four times as high as those of the 

Playstation 3 (Verganti, 2011). This type of radical new product that overturns the dominant 

meaning is called design-driven since design deals with the product messages and language 

that convey the meaning people give to the product (Verganti, 2011).  

Overall, new product development (NPD) is a vital but challenging task for companies 

(Tzokas, Hultink, & Hart, 2004). Especially the front-end of NPD is difficult to control because 

of its unstructured process, uniqueness, and creativity (Kerssens-van-Drongelen & 

Bilderbeek, 1999). Control was seen as inappropriate due to the uncertainty of the outcome 

and would even harm the creativity. Despite this all, managers do not see the process as 

unmanageable anymore (Kerssens-van-Drongelen & Bilderbeek, 1999). That is, shortened 

product and technology life cycles, reduced time-to-market, globalization, intensified 

competition, and increased R&D costs and risks, have focused management attention to the 

contribution of NPD (Kerssens-van-Drongelen & Cook, 1997; Chiesa, Frattini, Lamberti, & 

Noci, 2009). Firms make significant investments in NPD (Reibstein & Shankar, 2010). While 

projects as the Wii show that NPD projects can become a huge success, many firms are 

disappointed with their return on NPD investments (Boston Consulting Group, 2009). 

Therefore, performance control in NPD has now gained increased attention (Kerssens-van-

Drongelen & Bilderbeek, 1999).  

An important aspect of performance control is performance measurement (Kerssens-van-

Drongelen & Cook, 1997). Without measurement, companies do not know how well they 

are doing. This knowledge is essential to make the right decisions. Wrong decisions can have 

a significant negative impact on returns (Boston Consulting Group, 2009). Indeed, Cooper, 

Edgett and Kleinschmidt (2004) show that the best performing firms use performance 

metrics more in NPD projects (44,8%) than the worst performing firms (15,4%). Overall, only 

30% of the firms use them. Additionally, the survey of the Boston Consultancy Group (2009) 

shows that although 73% of the managers want the NPD process to be tracked as rigorously 

as other processes, only 46% says that their company indeed does this. The percentage of 
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executives that is satisfied with their NPD measurement practices is dropping and was in 

2009 just 32% (Boston Consulting Group, 2009).  

Although designers are not the only ones that can develop overturning new meanings, their 

cultural background enables them to be good design-driven researchers (Verganti, 2009). 

Design-driven NPD is often a forgotten angle when the contribution of the design 

department is discussed (Verganti, 2009). Design managers are frustrated with their search 

for appropriate measures that enable them to communicate their contributions to NPD 

success to top management effectively (Hertenstein & Platt, 2000).  

In addition, due to dissimilarities between NPD projects and between the different stages in 

the process there will never exist a perfect set of controls or metrics that is suitable for all 

NPD projects along the entire process (Poskela & Martinsuo, 2009; Griffin & Page, 1996; 

Chiesa et al., 2009; Tzokas et al., 2004). Design-driven NPD projects are different from other 

kinds of NPD projects. Hence, metrics  that are successfully used in for example technology-

pushed NPD projects are not per definition suitable for design-driven projects. They can 

even harm these projects.  

Hence, there is a clear practical need for research on the appropriateness of performance 

metrics in design-driven NPD. There are numerous metrics that can be used for 

performance measurement but still the challenge exists to select the right set of metrics for 

a particular situation (Kerssens-van-Drongelen & Cook, 1997). Verganti (2011) states that 

the area of design-driven NPD is still largely uninvestigated.  Design-driven NPD is a form of 

radical NPD and is focused at the early front-end of the NPD process. Still little is known 

about the best practices in radical NPD, and when it is discussed mostly only radical 

technology-pushed NPD is considered (Carbonell-Foulquié, Munuera-Alemán, & Rodriguez-

Escudero, 2004; Chiesa et al., 2009; Verganti, 2009). Furthermore, early front-end activities 

are considered to be the most troublesome of the entire NPD process and offer great 

opportunities to improve the overall NPD capability (Poskela & Martinsuo, 2009). Hence, 

this study contributes to the existing literature by investigating the appropriateness of 

controls and metrics in the front-end of design-driven NPD. However, a literature study is 

only the first step in helping design managers in their search for appropriate measures that 

enable them to communicate their valuable contributions in NPD to top management 

effectively (Hertenstein & Platt, 2000). When selecting the most appropriate set that can 

communicate the contributions of the front-end phase of design-driven NPD within a 

specific company, next to the theoretical appropriateness, also the practical difficulties, the 

specific company goals, and the chosen structure of the process need to be considered. 

Hence in the second part of this paper appropriate metrics for a company case; i.e. Royal 

Philips Electronics, are identified.  

Philips is a globally operating health and well-being company in healthcare, lifestyle and 

lighting. The mission of Philips is (Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V., 2011, p. 11):  
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“We improve the quality of people’s lives through the  

timely introduction of meaningful innovations” 

Innovations that are meaningful for consumers can be developed in various ways: e.g. 

through technology-pushed or market-pulled NPD, but also the meaning itself can be 

innovated. Within Philips, Philips Design conducts design-driven research that results in new 

meanings.  

1.2. Problem statement and research questions 

Based on the above reasoning, this study will try to answer the following problem 

statement:  

Which performance metrics are most appropriate for Philips Design to use 

in the front-end of design-driven NPD?  

This problem statement is answered with the help of six research questions. First the 

theoretical background of the topic is investigated. By means of a literature study the 

following research questions are answered:  

1. What is design-driven NPD and how is its process typically structured? 

2. Which performance metrics are most appropriate to use in the front-end 

of a design-driven NPD process?  

The theoretical background is followed by a case study within Philips Design. The case study 

investigates the current situation within Philips Design with the help of the following 

research questions: 

3. How is the front-end of the design-driven NPD process structured at 

Philips Design? 

4. How does Philips Design currently measure the performance in the front-

end of the design-driven NPD process and why are these performance 

metrics appropriate or inappropriate? 

After the evaluation of the current situation, a synthesis is made between the results of the 

literature study and the case study. Improvements are proposed with the help of the 

following research questions: 

5. How can Philips Design improve their performance metrics in the front-

end of the design-driven NPD process? 

6. How can Philips Design communicate the value (contribution) of the front-

end of design-driven NPD to top management? 
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1.3. Methodology 

This study is set to improve the performance metrics in the front-end of the design-driven 

NPD process at Philips Design. Van Aken, Berends & van der Bij (2007) argue that the 

approach of the regulative cycle by van Strien (1997) suits this type of business problem 

solving projects:  i.e projects that are set to improve the performance of a business systems. 

Hence this study will follow the steps of the regulative cycle. The cycle, depicted in the right 

hand side of Figure 1.1, starts with a set of problems and consists of five steps (Kerssens-

van-Drongelen, 2001; Van-Aken et al., 2007):  

1. Problem choice (problem definition) 

2. Diagnosis (analysis) 

3. Plan of action (design) 

4. Implementation of solution (intervention) 

5. Evaluation 

 

However, due to time-constraints this study will only engage in the first three steps of the 

regulative cycle. It will conclude with a design of appropriate metrics for the front-end of 

design-driven NPD at Philips Design. This plan needs to be implemented and evaluated in 

the future.  

The study done by means of the regulative cycle is part of the larger reflective cycle that 

constitutes out of choosing a case, then using the regulative cycle to plan and implement 

interventions for this case, reflecting on the results of the regulative cycle by removing case 

specific elements in cross-case analyzes, and finally determining the design knowledge 

gained from the research (Van-Aken, 2004; Van-Aken et al., 2007). The resulting design 

knowledge can then be tested by repeating the cycle again (Van-Aken, 2004). Hence this 

Figure 1.1: The regulative cycle as part of the reflective cycle (Kerssens-van-Drongelen, 2001, p. 508) 
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present study is first step in building prescriptive design knowledge on performance 

measurement in the front-end of design-driven NPD (Van-Aken, Berends, & Van-der-Bij, 

2007). Design knowledge can constitute out of solution concepts or technological rules : i.e 

“a chunk of knowledge, connecting a certain intervention or system in a certain context with 

a certain outcome” (Van Aken et al., 2007, p. 35). 

Van Aken et al. (2007) state that diagnosis must be based on theoretical and empirical 

analysis. This paper includes hence theoretical and practical questions related to Philips 

Design. The methodology of this study can be divided into three parts. First a literature 

study is conducted that answers research questions one and two. Second a case study at 

Philips Design is conducted that answers research questions three and four. These two parts 

correspond to the problem choice and diagnosis step of Van Aken et al. (2007).  Finally a 

synthesis of both parts result in an improved set of metrics for Philips Design. This 

corresponds to the plan of action or design step of van Aken et al. (2007) depicted in Figure 

1.1.. Figure 1.2 depicts the approach of this study.   

 

THEORETICAL 

BACKGROUND 

CASE STUDY 

Appropriate metrics for the 

front-end of design-driven 

NPD 

Chapter 2 

 

Literature review  

 

Criteria to which the metrics for 

front-end design-driven NPD at 

Philips Design must correspond 

Chapter 5 

Interviews & 

documentation 

Design 

Describe & 

Discuss 

Appropriate metrics for the front-

end of design-driven NPD at Philips 

Design 

Chapter 6 

 

The front-end 

process of 

design-driven 

NPD at Philips 

Design 

Chapter 4 

Current metrics 

at Philips 

(Design) 

 

 

Chapter 4 

Evaluate 

Appropriate metrics for 

communicating contribution of 

Philips Design 

Chapter 7 

Design 

Figure 1.2: Approach of study 
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1.4. Paper structure  

Figure 1.3 illustrates the structure of the 

rest of this paper. Chapter 2 is purely 

theoretical. By means of a literature review 

the general design-driven NPD strategy and 

process are explained. In addition, the 

literature review will focus on finding 

appropriate metrics for the front-end of 

design-driven NPD. The theoretical part is 

followed by a case study conducted at 

Philips Design. First the case study 

methodology is explained in chapter 3. 

Next, the result of the case study is 

described in chapter 4. It gives a description 

of the front-end of design-driven NPD at 

Philips Design and a description of the 

metrics currently used. This chapter 

concludes with an evaluation on the 

appropriateness of these metrics and the 

main problem definition of the case study. 

The following chapters provide a synthesis 

of the literature and case study. Chapter 5 

discusses the criteria to which the metrics 

for the subprograms within Philips Design 

that focus on the front-end of design- 

driven NPD should correspond to. Chapter 6 

shows the resulting metrics and discusses 

them. Chapter 7 discusses the metrics 

suitable to communicate the value of the 

entire front-end of design-driven NPD, i.e. 

the performance of all subprograms 

together, to top management. The results 

of chapter 6 will be used as basis. This 

paper concludes with a conclusion and 

discussion regarding the entire study.  

  

The front-end of design-driven NPD and 

appropriate metrics 

§2 

Case study: 

 

Method of case study 

§3 

 

The front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips 

Design and current metrics used 

§4 

 

Synthesis of literature and case study: 

 

Criteria to which metrics related to the front-

end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design 

must correspond 

§5 

 

Improved set of metrics for the programs in 

the front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips 

Design 

§6 

 

Improved set of metrics to communicate 

value of the entire front-end of design-driven 

NPD at Philips Design 

§7 

 

Conclusion and discussion 

§8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Literature study: 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Structure of paper 
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2. Theoretical background: The front-end of design-driven NPD 

and appropriate metrics 
This chapter gives an overview of the literature study conducted to answer the first two 

research questions of this paper:  

1. What is design-driven NPD and how is its process typically structured? 

2. Which performance metrics are most appropriate to use in the front-end 

of a design-driven NPD process?  

Paragraph 2.1 answers the first question and paragraph 2.2 the second.  

2.1. Design-driven NPD 

First the strategy behind design-driven NPD is discussed in relation to other well-known 

strategies; i.e. technology-pushed and market-pulled NPD. In addition the process of design-

driven NPD is discussed. 

2.1.1. The design-driven NPD strategy  

A well-known classification of NPD strategies distinguishes between technology-pushed and 

market-pulled NPD. Technology-pushed NPD is driven by technology improvements. It is 

said that the new product idea that starts at the very beginning of the process is pushed 

through the process. With this strategy, radical technological products can be spurred. On 

the other hand, with a market-pulled NPD strategy, the customer needs drive the process. 

Because the customer is at the end of the NPD process, it is said that the market needs pull 

the new products through the process. The resulting new products are mostly 

technologically incremental products since the customers are unaware of the capabilities of 

new technologies. Typically, the two NPD strategies are seen as the two opposite ends of an 

equilibrium as depicted in the left hand side of Figure 2.1. Verganti (2009) includes the 

meaning dimension and thereby identifies a third NPD strategy: design-driven NPD. His view 

is depicted in the right hand side of Figure 2.1.  

 

  

Market -

pulled 

Technology- 

pushed 

Traditional view  

Figure 2.1: The different NPD strategies  

Technology-pushed     
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change 

Incremental 

change 

Radical 

change 

MEANING 

TECHNOLOGY 

Extended view (Verganti, 2009, p. 5) 
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In Table 2.1 the definitions of the different strategies are given. Radical NPD strategies can 

thus be divided between the design-driven and the technology-pushed NPD strategy. Both 

these radical NPD strategies focus on creating new product ideas by doing research. Their 

research is focused on different fields, but both are conducted at the very beginning of the 

NPD process. Hence, they are both push strategies (Verganti, 2009). This is clearly depicted 

in Figure 2.2a of the next paragraph. The shaded form in Figure 2.1 depicts the position of 

the “technology epiphany”, were the design-driven and technology-pushed strategy overlap 

(Verganti, 2009).  

 

NPD strategy Definition 

Technology-pushed NPD  “that is, the result of dynamics of scientific and technological 
research” (Verganti, 2011, p. 387). 

Market-pulled NPD “where innovation starts from the analysis of user needs, and 
subsequently searches for the technologies and languages that 
can actually satisfy them. We include user-centered innovation 
as a declination of market-pull innovation, as they both start 
from users to directly or indirectly identify directions for 
innovation. Indeed user-centered approaches still operate 
within existing sociocultural regimes, although, being more 
sophisticated than traditional market-pull processes, they may 
allow us to better understand how people give meaning to 
existing things” (Verganti, 2011, p. 387). 

Design-driven NPD  
 

“where innovation starts from the comprehension of subtle and 
unspoken dynamics in sociocultural models and results in 
proposing radically new meanings and languages that often 
imply a change in sociocultural regimes” (Verganti, 2011, p. 
387). 

Table 2.1: Definitions of the three NPD strategies (Verganti, 2011, p. 387). 

 

2.1.2. The design-driven NPD process and its front-end focus 

Developing new meaning is exploratory of nature and can be viewed as a research project 

(Verganti, 2009). Figure 2.2a depicts the entire design-driven NPD process defined by 

Verganti (2009). It shows that the focus of design-driven NPD lies like technology-pushed 

NPD at the front-end. Here design-driven research is conducted. The resulting proposals and 

visions on future meanings go through the rest of the NPD process just like other NPD ideas, 

in order to be fully developed into new products. The dotted lines reflect how the phases 

defined in Figure 2.2a relate to the stages of the well-known Stage-Gate System™  by 

Cooper (2008; 1990) depicted in Figure 2.2b.  
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A company is not alone in conducting design-driven research. Others also conduct research 

on how people can give meaning to things. Different visions are considered at the same 

time in the open debate of the design discourse; i.e. the diffuse and networked research 

process on possible meanings (Verganti, 2009).  

The process of the design-driven research phase is depicted in Figure 2.3. Design-driven 

research does not entail a sequence of steps that can be followed, but has three important 

actions (Verganti, 2009, p. 133): 

 Listening to the design discourse: accessing knowledge about potential new 

meanings and product languages.  

 Interpreting: generating an own vision and proposals for new meanings and 

product languages. 

 Addressing the design discourse: diffusing own vision to other interpreters. 
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Figure 2.2a: The design-driven NPD process (Verganti, 2009, p. 173) 
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Design-driven 

research 

Technology 

research 
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User-centered  design 
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traditional industrial design 
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Figure 2.2b: A Stage-Gate System™ (Cooper 1990; 2008) 
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By proposing new meanings to consumers, interpreters influence how consumers will give 

meaning to products (Verganti, 2009). Hence, design-driven NPD plays an active role in 

changing the dominant socio-cultural meaning (Verganti, 2009). However, the design 

discourse is an unorganized debate where a variety of interpretations from various 

interpreters simultaneously coexist (Verganti, 2009). In addition, radical new meanings may 

confuse consumers at first sight. New meanings convert consumers gradually and therefore 

mostly take of relative slowly (Verganti, 2009). Therefore, predicting in an early stage how 

consumers will react on one of the proposed new meanings is very difficult. By addressing 

the design discourse the firm can benefit from the capability of other interpreters to put a 

new message on the market, their so called seductive power (Verganti, 2009). When other 

interpreters discuss and internalize the company’s vision, these interpreters change the 

context by for example developing artwork, other products, or technologies inspired by the 

new meaning. As a result, the company’s own proposal becomes more meaningful and 

attractive for consumers. It lowers the probability that consumers will be confused by the 

new meaning and hence reject the product (Verganti, 2009).  

  

Figure 2.3: The three main actions of design-driven research: Listening, Interpreting and Addressing 
 (Verganti, 2009, p. 134) 
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2.2. Appropriate metrics in the front-end of design-driven NPD 

In order to identify appropriate metrics for the front-end of design-driven NPD first the 

literature on performance metrics in NPD is discussed. Next, the approach for finding 

appropriate metrics for the front-end of design-driven NPD is explained. This paragraph 

concludes with the resulting set of metrics.  

2.2.1. Performance metrics 

Performance measurement is an important part of the broader concept of performance 

control. Performance control can be defined as “the acquisition and analysis of information 

and the interpretation of this information to determine what to do and how to do it and the 

application of the chosen measures to influence people so that their efforts are aligned to 

company objectives and plans.” (Kerssens-van-Drongelen & Cook, 1997, p. 347).  A widely 

used control typology is by Jaworski (1988). He classified the controls into informal and 

formal controls and the different formal controls by their timing. The different types of 

controls are shown in Table 2.2 (Jaworski, 1988; Smets, Oorschot, & Langerak, 2011). 

Appendix A gives an overview of controls in NPD processes. 

Control type Definition 

Formal control  

 Input control Taking measurable actions before the beginning of the 
project in order to influence the probability of success. 

 Process control Influencing the means (activities and behaviors) in order to 
influence the probability of success. 

 Output control Setting performance standards, monitoring and evaluating 
results in order to influence the probability of success.  
 
 
 

Informal control Unwritten controls. While formal controls are documented, 
informal controls are not. Furthermore, while formal controls 
are the responsibility of management, informal controls are 
also the responsibility of the employees. 

Table 2.2: Classification of controls (Jaworski, 1988; Smets, Oorschot, & Langerak, 2011) 

Performance measurement is the component of performance control that regards “the 

acquisition and analysis of information about the actual attainment of company objectives 

and plans, and about factors that may influence this attainment” (Kerssens-van-Drongelen 

& Bilderbeek, 1999, p. 29). Without the insights gained from measuring, NPD cannot be 

controlled. By the periodic measuring of NPD’s progress towards its objectives, and the 

reporting of these results to management, performance measurement is intended to 

improve the performance (Jimenez-Zarco et al., 2006). There are numerous metrics that can 

be used for performance measurement but still the challenge exists to select the right set of 

metrics for a particular situation (Kerssens-van-Drongelen & Cook, 1997). 
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A lot of literature is dedicated to the use of performance metrics in the NPD process. Most 

research has grouped the used metrics in performance dimensions (Griffin & Page 

1993,1996; Langerak, Hultink & Robben, 2004; Hart, Hultink, Tzokas & Commandeur, 2003; 

Jimenez-Zarco et al. 2006; Kerssens- van Drongelen & Cook; 1997; Godener & Söderquist 

2004). The metric classification depicted in Table 2.3 is the result of a comparison of various 

studies. First of all, the metrics are classified into three measurement levels. Moreover, the 

metrics can be further classified into ten performance dimensions. By means of a literature 

study 99 distinct metrics were found. Appendix B depicts these metrics, the literature 

sources used in this literature study to identify the metrics, and how the metrics fit into the 

classification scheme of Table 2.3.  

Measurement level Dimension Metrics 
Project-level  Financial  

 Customer (including market)  

 Product (including timing)  

Se
e

 A
p

p
en

d
ix

 A
 

Program-level  Program (general) 

 Innovation/learning & growth  

 Internal company processes  

Firm-level 
 

 Firm (general) 

 Competence based  

 Marketing  

 

The metrics identified in Appendix B are classified by performance dimension and not by 

their related type of formal control. For each metric in Appendix B, the control type was 

identified by comparing them to the input, process and output metrics of Reibstein & 

Shankar (2011, p. 2), Blindenbach-Driessen et al. (2010, p. 575) and Boston Consulting 

Group (2009, p. 15). Furthermore, information from Appendix B regarding the different 

control types was used. Informal control is not associated with the use of metrics, since 

documentation is an aspect of formal control. Hart et al. (2003) identified intuition as an 

important criteria against which the performance of NPD projects is evaluated. Since 

intuition is not something you measure and document, and hence is not a real metric, it can 

be associated with informal control.  

2.2.2. Approach for identifying appropriate metrics in the front-end of design-driven NPD 

For finding appropriate metrics for the front-end of design-driven NPD the structure 

depicted in Figure 2.4 is used. The starting point is the entire set of 99 metrics appropriate 

for NPD identified by the literature study of the previous paragraph and depicted in 

Appendix B. The literature regarding NPD performance measurement argues that these 

metrics are not equally appropriate for all types of NPD projects or across the entire NPD 

process. Based on the insights from the existing literature inappropriate metrics from the 

set of Appendix B are deleted or adapted in three steps.  

Table 2.3: Classification of NPD metrics related to formal controls 
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1. The metrics inappropriate for radical 

NPD are deleted or adapted. This 

results in a smaller set of 77 

appropriate metrics for radical NPD. 

2. Not all metrics for radical NPD are 

appropriate for design-driven NPD 

since there are also other forms of 

radical NPD. Hence, again metrics are 

deleted and adapted resulting in a 

smaller set of 64 appropriate metrics 

for design-driven NPD. 

3. From the remaining set the metrics 

that are inappropriate for the front-

end are deleted or adapted. This 

results into a final set of 59 distinct 

metrics that are appropriate for the 

front-end of design-driven NPD. This 

set is depicted in Table 2.4.  

 

Appendix C discusses the steps more in-

depth. It shows on basis of which insights 

from the existing literature the metrics 

were deleted or adapted.  

 

In addition, the results of Appendix A regarding the appropriateness of the different control 

types give an indication for the appropriateness of their related metrics. Since input controls 

are important in the front-end of design-driven NPD, also input metrics should play a role. 

Too much process control is inappropriate; hence too much focus on process metrics can 

also be seen as inappropriate. Lastly, output control and hence output metrics are difficult.  

2.2.3. Conclusion: Appropriate metrics in the front-end of design-driven NPD 

There are numerous metrics identified for measuring performance in the NPD process. 

However, which metrics are most suited depends on the radicalness of the product and the 

process phase. For the front-end of design-driven NPD several appropriate metrics are 

identified in Table 2.4.  

  

Metrics for Radical NPD 

77 metrics 

Metrics for design-

driven NPD 

64 metrics 

Metrics for front-

end  

 

 

Metrics for front-

end of design-

driven  NPD 

59 metrics 

 

Figure 2.4: The approach for finding appropriate metrics 
for front-end of design-driven NPD 

Metrics for NPD (Appendix B) 

99 metrics 
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 Dimension Metrics appropriate in the front-end of 
design-driven NPD 

Control type 
P

R
O

JE
C

T 
LE

V
EL

 

Financial  ROI/IRR (only as an indication) 
Met profit goals (only as an indication) 

Output 

Customer/Market Interpreter acceptance Output 

Interpreters incorporated the vision Output 

Engaged key interpreters Output/Process 

Customer competitive advantage Output 

Perceived superiority in meaning Output 

Brand image/gained reputation Output/Input 

Robustness of vision Output 

Impact of vision on society Output 

Product Feasibility  Output 

Competitive advantage Output 

Product uniqueness Output 

Strategic fit of product Output 

Consistency of product with resources and 
capabilities of firm 

Output 

Degree of strength of the new product 
image 

Output 

Ability to launch on time Output 

Speed to market: development length Output/Process 

P
R

O
G

R
A

M
-L

EV
EL

 

Program (general) Number of products introduced Output/Process 

Benefits from development of new 
products/ Impact of the new product 
program on corporate performance/ 
Return on investment for the new product 
development process  

Output/Process 

Program hits/exceeds our objectives Output/Process 

Number of abandoned projects Output/Process 

Number of projects awarded Output/Process 

New product program profitability (not 
under full control of program) 

Output 

Subjective importance of our new product 
program 

Output/Process 

Overall success of the product 
development program 

Output/Process 

Innovation/ learning & 
growth 

Percentage of budget spent on design Input 

Percentage of projects done in cooperation 
with others 

Process/Input 

Percentage of project evaluation ideas 
applied into new projects 

Process 

Percentage of new meaning in new 
products 

Output 

Internal company process (Engineering) hours spent on projects Process/Input 

Development process speed  (not too strict) Output/Process 

Process efficiency (not too strict) Process 

Sum of revised project duration compared 
to planned duration (not too strict) 

Process 

Degree of employee information Process/Input 

Availability of technological, human, and Process/Input 
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 Dimension Metrics appropriate in the front-end of 
design-driven NPD 

Control type 

economic resources 

Degree of socio-cultural orientation Process/Input 

Degree of learning and innovation 
orientation 

Process/Input 

Degree of interfunctional coordination Process/Input 

Degree of internal and external 
cooperation, collaborated with global, 
divers set of interpreters 

Process/Input 

Degree of high-management support  Process/Input 

Development of information processes of 
transmission and diffusion 

Process/Input 

Rate of reuse vision of future socio-cultural 
changes  

Process/Input 

FI
R

M
-L

EV
EL

 

Firm (general) Can be line-extended/leads to future 
Opportunities 

Output 

This years new products fit with business 
strategy 

Output/Process 

Hit a window of opportunity Output 

Degree to which program hits objectives Output/Process 

Overall success (subjective) Output 

Number of new products Output/Process 

% of products with high profits Output 

% of profits provided by products less than 
5 years old 

Output 

% of sales provided by products less than 5 
years old 

Output 

PR value; amount of free advertising 
created by the new products 

Output 

ROI of program, only as indication.  Output 

Success/Failure rate of new products Output/Process 

% of radical projects Input 

Competence-based Image of competitors’ products Input 

Marketing Ability to communicate with clients Input 

Company positioning Input 
Table 2.4: Appropriate metrics in the front-end of design-driven NPD  
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3. Method of case study 
After having answered the first two research questions in the previous chapter, this chapter 

will elaborate on the case study method used in the sequential chapter to answer the third 

and fourth research question of this paper:  

3. How is the front-end of the design-driven NPD process structured at Philips 

Design? 

4. How does Philips Design currently measure the performance in the front-end 

of the design-driven NPD process and why are these performance metrics 

appropriate or inappropriate? 

This chapter discusses why the case study approach is chosen and various important 

elements of the approach. 

3.1. Approach 

After having conducted a literature review, the second part of this study focuses on 

performance measurement at the front-end of design-driven NPD in a real-life context; i.e. 

at Philips Design. Yin (2009) argues that case studies are the preferred research method 

when the focus lies on such contemporary phenomenon in a real-life context, the 

investigator has little control over events, and ‘how’ or ‘why’ questions are regarded. Indeed 

in this study little control can be generated by the investigator over the events. 

Furthermore, the research questions depicted in the introduction of this chapter are all how 

questions. Hence to answer these questions a case study is appropriate. This case study is a 

descriptive case study since it provides a description of performance measurement in the 

front-end of design-driven NPD in a real-life context.  

3.2. Case study’s questions 

The research questions are important for the case study (Yin, 2009). It provides a focus, so 

that the data is not overwhelming (Eisenhardt, 1989). The research questions are elaborated 

in paragraph 1.2. The first two questions were answered by a literature review. The 

following questions will be answered by the case study:  

3. How is the front-end of the design-driven NPD process structured at Philips 

Design? 

4. How does Philips Design currently measure the performance in the front-end 

of the design-driven NPD process and why are these performance metrics 

appropriate or inappropriate? 

These are both formulated as a ‘how’ question and the latter partly as a ‘why’ question.  

These types of questions suit a case study methodology (Yin, 2009).  
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3.3. Theoretical propositions 

Prior development of theoretical propositions benefits the case study by guiding the data 

collection and analysis (Yin, 2009). In addition to the research questions, the propositions 

direct the attention of the study to those aspects that should be investigated within the 

scope of the study (Yin, 2009; Kerssens-van-Drongelen, 2001). During the analysis of the data 

gathered in the case study, logic linking the data back to the propositions is important (Yin, 

2009). In the analysis the data will be linked to the metrics proposed in the theoretical 

background. The theoretical background forms the basis to evaluate the current metrics 

used in the front-end of design driven NPD at Philips Design. 

3.4. The unit’s of analysis 

This case study is a single case study since only one company, i.e. Philips,  is studied. Philips 

(Design) was chosen as case because it is clearly engaged in design-driven NPD on which the 

theory can hence be applied. This study looks at two levels of analysis. First of all it looks at 

the individual subprograms within Philips Design and second to all subprograms combined at 

the level of Philips Design. The units of analysis define what the case is (Yin, 2009). In this 

study the unit of analysis are the subprograms within Philips Design that act in the front-end 

of design-driven NPD. Hence, this case study has an embedded design since it includes 

multiple units of analysis within the same case (Yin, 2009). 

3.5. Data sources 

Commonly used sources of evidence in a case study are: documentation, archival records, 

interviews, questionnaires, direct observations, participant-observations, and physical 

objects (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin, 2009). This full variety of evidence is one of the strengths of a 

case study (Yin, 2009). This study hence also uses several sources. Interviews are chosen as 

main source because it is very insightful and it focuses directly on the case study topics (Yin, 

2009). Fourteen people were interviewed of which some several times. Table 3.1 shows the 

list of persons interviewed. The vast majority was from different levels and units within 

Philips Design. Interviews also have some disadvantages. The data gathered by doing 

interviews can be biased due to poorly articulated questions, the responses of the 

interviewee can be biased, the interviewee may poorly recall the events under investigation, 

and finally the interviewee may just tell the investigator what he or she wants to hear.  
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Name Title Part of Philips 

Ferrie Aalders Senior Director Business 
Excellence 

Philips Research 

Ton Borsboom Design Manager Philips Design 

Reon Brand Senior Research Director Philips Design 

Geert Christiaansen Business Development Manager Philips Design 

Tom Djajadiningrat Senior Design Consultant Philips Design 

Paul Gardien Head of Strategy & Design 
Innovation 

Philips Design 

Ferdy Gilsing Design Management Processes 
Manager 

Philips Design 

Bas Griffioen Program Manager Philips Design 

Mark Gunther Program Manager NVI (New 
Ventures Integration) 

Project Management NVI 

Clive van Heerden Senior Creative Director Philips Design 

Wendelien Loopik Business Development Manager Philips Design 

Theo Martens Senior Director Innovation 
Excellence 

Corporate Technologies 

Eric Quint Head of Design Management & 
Consulting 

Philips Design 

Remco Timmer Design Manager Philips Design 
Table 3.1: Persons within Philips which were interviewed 

Documentation like internal documentation was also included as source. Table 3.2 depicts 

the used documentation. Documentation has several advantages as source. It is stable and 

hence reviewed repeatedly, is unobtrusive because it not created as a result of the case 

study, can include exact names, references and details of an event, and has a broad 

coverage in time, events and settings (Yin, 2009). Like interviews also the use of 

documentation has several disadvantages. Relevant documentation can be difficult to find, 

can be biased when it is only a selection of a larger collection, can be biased because the 

unknown author was biased, and finally some important documentations may be 

deliberately withheld from the investigator (Yin, 2009).  

Documentation  
Brand, R., & Rocchi, S. (2011). Rethinking value in a changing landscape. Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 

Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. (2011, April). The Net Promoter Score (NPS). 

Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. (2011). Annual Report 2010. Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 

Philips Design. (2011). Design for company innovation 2011. Koninklijke Philips Elecronics N.V. 

Philips Design. (2011). The Biological Age . Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 

Philips Design. (2011, June). Who we are, what we do . 

Philips Design. (2010, April). Who we are. 

Ruiter, A. (2010). Get inspired by the Design Probes. Delft: Delft University of Technology. 

Table 3.2: Documentation used 
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4. Description and evaluation of the current metrics used in the 

front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design  
This chapter gives a description of the case. It answers the third and fourth research 

question of this paper:  

3. How is the front-end of the design-driven NPD process structured at Philips 

Design? 

4. How does Philips Design currently measure the performance in the front-end 

of the design-driven NPD process and why are these performance metrics 

appropriate or inappropriate? 

First of all, a description of the front-end of design driven NPD at Philips Design is given. 

Next the current metrics used within this front-end are described. Finally, this chapter 

concludes with an evaluation on the appropriateness of these metrics. From this the main 

problem of this case study arises.  

4.1. Description of the front end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design 

Philips Design is a design organization with a creative force of 400 professionals, 

representing more than 35 different nationalities (Philips Design, 2011). The mission of 

Philips Design is “to create solutions that satisfy people’s needs, empower them and make 

them happier, all of this without destroying the world in which we live.” (Philips Design, 

2011, p. 27). Philips Design is not only engaged in conventional industrial design related 

disciplines but also embraces disciplines as psychology, cultural sociology, anthropology, 

and trend research. These latter disciplines are connected to the front-end of design-driven 

NPD. The following case study is conducted within the Eindhoven location of Philips Design 

and will focus on those subprograms within Philips Design related to the front-end of 

design-driven NPD.  

Figure 4.1 depicts how the entire NPD process within Philips, of which Philips Design covers 

a part, would fit in the process defined by Verganti (2009). The front-end; i.e. the design-

driven research phase, is the responsibility of Philips Design, the technological research 

phase is done by Philips Research, and the later concept generation and product 

development phases are the main responsibility of the market sectors; i.e. Lighting, 

Healthcare, or Consumer Lifestyle. The propositions; i.e. the final ideas and insights, 

generated by Philips Design are thus further developed within the different market sectors 

of Philips.  

Within Philips Design the front-end of design-driven NPD is divided into different 

subprograms: i.e. Foresight, Design Probes, Rapid Co-creation, and Enabling Platforms & 

Thematic Research. Hence, not all tasks within the front-end of design-driven NPD are done 

by one NPD team. Moreover, the front-end of design-driven NPD in Philips Design has no 

strict (linear) process.  
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Design-driven research 

 Main responsibility of Philips Design 

New value spaces: 

Foresights and  

Design Probes 

New competences: 

Enabling Platforms & 

Thematic Research 

 

Technology research 

Main responsibility of Philips Research 

 

Concept 

generation: 

 Main responsibility 

of market sector 

 

Product 

development 

Main responsibility 

of market sector 

Figure 4.1: The design-driven NPD process within Philips adapted from Verganti (2009, p. 173) 

 

New propositions: 

Rapid Co-creation 

The subprograms Foresight and Design Probes are located at the very beginning of the 

front-end of design-driven NPD. Their insights are used by the other front-end subprograms. 

The subprogram Enabling Platforms & Thematic Research is closer connected to the next 

NPD phase and technology-driven research. Rapid Co-creation forms the concrete 

connection to the next phases of the development process and technology-driven research, 

by co-creating propositions with people from the market sectors and Philips Research. 

Enabling Platforms & Thematic Research pilots its ideas by means of Rapid Co-creation 

projects, and hence a Rapid Co-Creation project can be part of an Enabling Platform & 

Thematic Research project.  Hence, Figure 4.1 shows an overlap between Rapid Co-creation 

and Enabling Platforms & Thematic Research. Below more information is given about the 

individual subprograms.  

4.1.1. Foresight and Design Probes 

Foresight and Design Probes are two subprograms that are meant to inspire innovation by:  

 Researching the paradigm changes, weak signals and cultural trends. 

 Identifying the probable systematic shifts in the social and economic domains likely 

to affect the company. 

 Challenging conventional ways of thinking to come up with concepts to stimulate 

debate, resulting in contextual insights. 

Foresight is a subprogram that investigates the changing socio-cultural context. It 

investigates the historical evolution of paradigms and which paradigms are unfolding. Each 

paradigm varies on what constitutes value, and thereby also in who needs to participate in 
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the value creation process and how the value is distributed and communicated. This can be 

linked to the discussion held by Verganti (2009) on changing socio-cultural paradigms.  

Design Probes is another independent but related subprogram that consists of research 

projects. The goal is to explore trends from a socio-cultural perspective, develop design 

provocations that stimulate debate, and gain understanding of changing social attitudes and 

preferable futures in the identified global trends.   

The starting point of Design Probes is a broad theme. The Design Probes team conducts 

ongoing research that identifies weak signals that shape the theme. These are early 

indicators of new social behaviors, rituals, fashions, habits, political shifts, economic 

tendencies, technological developments etc.. These signals are not clear evidence for 

trends, but they may or may not become apparent in future mainstream trends. This is in 

line with the argumentation of Verganti (2009). He also points out that design-driven 

research is not about studying existing users (and thus already visible trends) but to conduct 

exploratory research on the socio-cultural context. Next to weak signals also historical 

trends are identified. From this combined research a disruptive future scenario called 

narrative is generated. The development of these narratives and scenarios is in line with the 

first two actions of design-driven research identified by Verganti (2009); i.e. listen to and 

interpret the design discourse.  

The narrative forms the basis for the development of future concepts called design 

provocations; i.e. a materialization of a part of the total research conducted. An 

experimental prototype or movie is made of the provocation. As the name provocation 

already suggest, they are meant to provoke. They form the basis to stimulate a debate and 

dialogue on the research topic. Information following from this can again lead to further 

insights. This corresponds to the third main action of the design-driven research phase 

identified by Verganti (2009); i.e. address the design discourse.  

In sum Foresight and Design Probes projects follow approximately the following steps:  

1. Scan 

2. Develop design narrative  

3. Create dialogue 

4. Result in insights  

The insights gained from the provocations lead to new design languages and propositions 

for development options, that e.g. Rapid Co-creation can pick-up. Foresight projects lead to 

insights in how the business on many levels needs to change in order to create value in a 

different paradigm: i.e. it identifies new value spaces and describes how to act in these 

spaces.  
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4.1.2. Rapid Co-creation 

Rapid Co-creation projects involve people from design, technology research and the market 

sectors. The projects result in a direction for further development within the market sectors. 

The output is thus a general direction/proposition, not yet a definite concept. The following 

development phases lie within the sector. For example, a proposed direction could be to 

develop a machine for one glass of water. Besides this main input, the experiments can also 

generate other information that may function as input for the following phases of the 

development process. For example the reactions of the users on the shape of the prototype 

can be a valuable input in the creation of the final product.  

Rapid Co-creation consists of:  

 Co-creation: Not just alignment between the involved parties, but a co-creation 

project involving technology, design and the sector.  

 Rapid: The project focuses on speed since the prototype is not fully developed into 

working prototypes, but as far as necessary to show the effect and acquire early 

insights from users without making a lot of investments. For example by using 

simulations instead of waiting for the necessary technology to be fully developed. In 

this way it provides input for technology development.  

Rapid Co-creation does not have a strict process. However there is an approach consisting of 

four steps. These steps are not strictly linear. Iterations are very common.  

1. Defining scope 

Main question: Is there a resulting hypothesis? 

2. Is there a need, dilemma, and uncontested market space? 

Main question: is there a need?  

3. Finding solution for the dilemma/need 

Main question: Is there a solution? 

4. Experiments  

Main question: Are users enthusiastic?  

4.1.3. Enabling Platforms and Thematic Research 

Enabling Platform or Thematic Research groups are formed in order to build the related new 

competences necessary to propose the new meanings to the market. The purpose of a 

platform is to develop the competences that are applicable across sectors. The process of 

this subprogram can be roughly described in six steps: 

1. Scan territory (scoping) 

2. Design research questions (hypothesis) 

3. Conduct initial experiments  

4. Conduct pilots in form of rapid co-creation projects 

5. Integrate competences into initial business processes  
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6. Initiate broader knowledge transfer; i.e. embed the capability in the standing 

organization.  

Hence the pilot step forms an overlap between Rapid Co-creation and Enabling Platforms & 

Thematic Research. Philips Research takes part in order to create a technology base that can 

be applicable to a diverse set of products from the various sectors. Philips Design takes part 

to develop common product languages and investigate the underlying meaning of the 

diverse set of products with the shared competence. The market sectors take part since 

they will be the ones that bring the product to the market.  

4.2. The current metrics (KPI’s) within Philips Design for the front-end of design-driven 

NPD 

For the subprograms related to the front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design the 

same metrics are used as for the other parts of Philips Design; i.e. the industrial design 

related activities. Philips Design calls the used metrics key performance indicators (KPI’s). 

Figure 4.2 shows the measurement structure with five different measurement levels and the 

related KPI’s on each measurement level. Appendix D shows these KPIs in more detail.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.2: Performance measurement structure at Philips Design with related KPI’s (Philips Design, 2010, p. 35) 

 

First of all, on firm-level there are corporate Philips KPI’s that measure the performance of 

the entire company. Second, on program-level special KPI’s for the entire Philips Design 

department are formulated. They target the entire Philips Design department including both 

the design-driven research tasks as the industrial design related tasks. The program-level is 

followed by the team-level (project-level), the functional-level, and finally the individual 

performance measurement level. On all levels the metrics are related to objectives. The 

objectives on firm-level result in objectives for Philips Design. These objectives again result 

in objectives for the individual teams and so on.  
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Philips Design has adopted the balanced scorecard (BSC) approach as method to develop 

performance metrics on program-level. They adapted the four dimensions of the BSC 

(financial, customer, internal company process, and learning/growth) into value creation, 

customer, ways of working, and people & innovation. The KPI’s in these dimensions are not 

only meant for the subprograms related to design-driven NPD but also for the industrial 

design related tasks.  

 

There have been KPI’s set especially for the individual subprograms in the front-end of 

design-driven NPD. However these KPI’s were more focused on how the process of the 

front-end of design-driven NPD was implemented. The KPI’s do not show the value of these 

programs for Philips.  

4.3. Conclusion: evaluation of current metrics (KPI’s) within Philips Design for the front-

end of design-driven NPD 

Philips Design is responsible for both the industrial design related tasks as well as for the 

front-end of design-driven NPD. The current metrics of Philips Design do not make a clear 

distinction between these tasks, although they are very distinct. Hence metrics that are 

appropriate for one can be harmful for the other. Appendix D shows per metric used at 

Philips Design, whether it can be related to one of the metrics identified by the literature 

review as appropriate for the front-end of design-driven NPD. Almost every metric can be 

related to one of the appropriate metrics. However, for the subprograms at Philips Design 

related to the front-end of design-driven NPD perhaps some of the other metrics might be 

more appropriate. This depends on the criteria to which the metrics must correspond. In 

addition, some metrics have been set for the individual subprograms in the front-end of 

design-driven NPD. However, these metrics were focused on how the process in the front-

end of design-driven NPD was implemented. The current metrics of the subprograms can be 

improved by clearly showing why the chosen metrics are the key performance measures 

that illustrate the impact/value of the subprograms. 

Hence, the next chapters are dedicated to finding the most appropriate metrics for the 

subprograms in the front-end of design-driven NPD. First of all the criteria are identified to 

which the metrics must correspond. Furthermore, for all subprograms together metrics are 

identified. These metrics can be used to communicate the value created in the front-end of 

design-driven NPD to top management more effectively.  
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5. Criteria to which metrics related to the front-end of design-

driven NPD at Philips Design must correspond 
As discussed in the literature study of chapter 2, not all metrics are appropriate for the 

front-end of design-driven NPD. However, the appropriate set depicted in Table 2.4 is for a 

company still too large to implement fully. A company must choose between the metrics on 

basis of the criteria that the metrics should meet.  

This chapter provides a synthesis between the conducted literature and case study and is 

the first step in answering the last two research questions of this study:  

5. How can Philips Design improve their performance metrics in the front-end of 

the design-driven NPD process? 

6. How can Philips Design show the value of the front-end of design-driven NPD? 

This chapter will discuss the criteria to which the metrics for the front-end of design-driven 

NPD at Philips Design should correspond.  

The metrics (called KPI’s in Philips) must correspond to:    

1. The objectives of the subprogram, which in turn must fit with the objectives of 

Philips Design, which in turn must fit the objectives of Philips in general.  

2. The value that is generated by the subprogram so that the metrics can be used to 

communicate the generated value.  

3. The key success factors within the subprogram that facilitate the goals and values of 

the previous criteria.  

4. The appropriate metrics found in the literature study so that the metrics will be 

appropriate in the front-end of design-driven NPD. 

5. A small set. The choice between metrics is based on their relevance and ease of 

implementation. To evaluate the ease of implementation each resulting metric must 

be clearly measurable: i.e. it must be clear what and how the metrics are measured. 

Furthermore, when the metric is already used within Philips this makes 

implementation easier and the relevance for top management higher.  

6. The current language used for metrics within Philips. Hence they are also classified 

by the balanced scorecard dimensions since this method is commonly used within 

Philips. 

 

Criteria 3 and 4 are the result of the literature review of chapter 2 and the underlying 

importance for Philips Design to know which NPD metrics are suitable for the front-end of 

design-driven NPD. The other criteria are included to choose from the large theoretical set, 

a smaller set of metrics practical for Philips. Criteria 1, 2, 5, and 6 are seen as important 

criteria for metrics within Philips. They result from the researched documentation and more 
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importantly the interviews held within Philips.  Below per criterion an explanation is given of 

why it is included. 

5.1.1. Criterion 1: Objectives of Philips and in specific Philips Design 

The Hoshin planning method is used within Philips to select metrics. Hoshin Kanri is a 

method that tries to integrate the daily activities with long-term goals (Akao, 1991). In this 

way targets; i.e. metrics, are set.  

Desk research and interviews within Philips indicated several important goals/issues for 

Philips Design. The mission of Philips is (Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V., 2011, p. 11):  

“We improve the quality of people’s lives through the timely introduction of meaningful 

innovations”  

Philips Design can contribute to this mission by facilitating design-driven NPD. The phrase 

“meaningful innovations” in the mission statement does not specifically refer to innovations 

of meaning; i.e. design-driven NPD, but to the idea that all types of innovation must be 

meaningful for people, even when the meaning is not changed. However, since design-

driven NPD consciously thinks about meaning, meaningful innovations will be the goal. This 

mission also clearly shows what is important in the NPD process of these meaningful 

innovations. First of all, the importance of accelerating the time-to-market (‘timely’) and a 

people focus (‘quality of people’s lives’) are highlighted. In addition, agility (e.g. cross-sector 

leverage of ideas and competences), and finally efficiency and scale are identified as 

important objectives within Philips. In sum Philips Design thus needs to think how they can 

contribute to the objective of Philips to improve the: speed, people focus, agility, and 

efficiency and scale.  

5.1.2. Criterion 2: The value that is generated  

In NPD practice the most important question for companies that metrics help to answer is:  

‘What is my return on NPD investments?’. Hence showing in which way the investments 

lead to value is important for managers (Andrew & Sirkin, 2006). Andrew & Sirkin (2006) 

show in which ways NPD generates value; i.e. directly by cash payback and indirectly by the 

creation of knowledge, brand equity, ecosystems and organizational value. One of these 

authors, i.e. mr. Andrew,  is recently appointed as the Chief Strategy Officer of Philips and 

will also take over the innovation portfolio. Verganti (2009) shows several ways in which 

design-driven NPD creates value. Table 5.1 shows the various ways in which NPD creates 

value for the company and how the ways identified by Andrew & Sirkin (2006) overlap with 

those specific for design-driven NPD by Verganti (2009).  
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(Andrew & Sirkin, 2006, p. 2) (Verganti, 2009, p. 92) 

 Cash payback :  
The four factors that impact cash 
payback 

o Start-up costs 
o Speed 
o Scale 
o Support costs 

 Cash flow due to unique  value for 
people 

 Investments (negative value) 

 Knowledge; that can be put in use in 
more than one way to produce cash in 
the end 

 Knowledge 

 Brand; by enhancing brand attract more 
customers or are able to ask premium 
price what in end results in cash. 

 Brand  

 Customer loyalty 

 Ecosystem: system of partners and 
associated organizations enabling them 
to leverage their position in multiple 
ways.  

 Network position 

 Competitive position 

 Organization; being an innovative 
company helps in attracting and 
retaining better people.  

 

Table 5.1: The value of NPD 

First of all, the cash payback is the direct benefit of NPD. However, the subprograms 

discussed are all active in the front-end of the NPD process and hence before cash can be 

generated the propositions must go through the other NPD phases. Cash payback, like all 

financial figures, is in the early front-end of NPD often not more than an educated guess 

(Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004). The market sectors who are involved in the Rapid Co-

creation process are able to develop well-educated insights into financial results. However, 

this study regards how the contribution of Philips Design can be measured in the front-end. 

Since at this phase of development still no cash is generated and in the end of the 

development process it is impossible to separate the contributions of each phase and 

function in financial terms from each other, cash payback is not included as a metric.  

However, the financial side should not be totally disregarded. According to Andrew & Sirkin 

(2006) the cash payback is influenced by four factors; start-up costs, speed, scale and 

support costs. Figure 5.1 depicts these four aspects.  
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First of all, as Figure 5.1 shows, the investments that Philips Design makes in the idea 

generation phase are part of the start-up costs. However, which costs are connected to 

which new product is difficult to identify. Hence the total research investments divided by 

the total number of new products launched should be taken into account as part of the 

start-up costs of every individual product. Figure 5.1 also shows that these costs made in the 

front-end are small in comparison to the other start-up costs.  

Second, the speed of the NPD process affects the cash payback. This is incorporated in the 

resulting metrics for Philips Design since speed is one of the objectives were the metrics are 

connected to. However, Figure 5.1 shows that the time-to-market is identified here as the 

time from idea till launch. Since most front-end tasks of Philips Design are related to the 

generation of the idea, it could be argued that Philips Design is not directly involved in the 

time-to-market. However, Rapid Co-creation is the subprogram that is also involved in the 

beginning of the commercialization phase. Furthermore, also by generating good knowledge 

in the front-end, the latter phases can utilize this knowledge and hence go faster. Moreover, 

of course how the concept time-to-market is exactly defined can be discussed. You could 

also argue that the total time-to market also includes the time it takes to generate an idea. 

Finally, speed is one of the main objectives of the previous criterion to which the resulting 

metrics must correspond.  

Third, the scale in which the new product is sold influences the total cash payback. Verganti 

(2009) argues that products with a powerful meaning have a longer life cycle and hence can 

be sold at a larger scale. In this way Philips Design contributes to the scale. Furthermore, like 

speed, efficiency and scale are one of the objectives of the previous criterion to which the 

metrics are connected.  

Figure 5.1: The four factors influencing the cash payback of NPD (Andrew & Sirkin, 2006, p. 7) 
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Fourth, the support costs made after launch affect the cash payback. Although the front-end 

subprograms of Philips Design do not make these costs, in the development and evaluation 

of the ideas generated this aspect should be considered. The same holds for the other three 

aspects that influence the cash payback.  

5.1.3. Criterion 3: key success factors of literature 

The subprograms engage themselves in design-driven research. Verganti (2009) identified 

three main actions important to successfully conduct design-driven research. Hence, the 

third criterion to which the improved metrics must correspond is whether all three 

important actions from literature are conducted. Verganti (2009) discusses the importance 

of addressing interpreters in order to use their seductive power to put a new meaning more 

easily on the market. Verganti (2009) mentions among others artists, cultural organizations, 

the media, end-users, and firms in other industries as possible interpreters. Verganti (2009) 

locates these interpreters external to the company. The context in which a company is 

viewed as an organization that consists of smaller subgroups is not included in the research 

of Verganti (2009). Chiesa et al. (2009) discuss the importance of change management and 

the cultural impact of radical projects in a company. Because Philips consists of a very large 

group of people divided into many groups, also within Philips the proposed meaning must 

be spread and accepted. As within the external market environment also within the 

company environment the current meaning is dominant and the environment must be 

made ready for the new meaning and vision. When Philips Design proposes a new meaning, 

they can use interpreters within Philips but external to Philips Design to use their seductive 

power to increase the likelihood that Philips will accept the new meaning. The product 

realization phase happens outside Philips Design. The other groups within Philips need to 

accept the radical ideas of Philips Design and adapt in order to be capable and more 

importantly willing to launch the new products. Rapid Co-creation forms the bridge between 

the front-end of the NPD process within Philips Design and the subsequent stages within the 

market sectors. Hence this subprogram is very important for addressing the rest of Philips.  

Hence, in order to fit practice the main actions of Verganti (2009) must be adapted by 

splitting up ‘addressing the design-discourse’ into ‘addressing the external design-discourse’ 

and ‘addressing the company internally’ (i.e. the rest of company external to the sub group 

generating the proposed meaning). Figure 5.2 shows the adapted process of the front-end 

of design-driven NPD. Addressing externally is linked to the importance of external 

interpreter acceptance in increasing the likelihood of customer acceptance. Addressing 

internally is linked to the importance of interpreter acceptance in increasing the likelihood 

of acceptance within Philips.  

The two types of adressing actions can influence each other. Acceptance of influential 

external interpreters also can help raising the liklihood that the newly proposed measing is 

accepted within Philips. For example, an unpaid feature in a well-known magazine can raise 

the internal acceptance of the idea. However, it must be noted that not all of these external 
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interpreters are seen as important by internal people that are not known with the design-

discourse.  

5.1.4. Criterion 4: metrics from the literature study 

There are numerous metrics used in NPD. However, due to dissimilarities between NPD 

projects and between the process phases there will never exist a perfect set that is suitable 

for all NPD projects along the entire process (Poskela & Martinsuo, 2009; Griffin & Page, 

1996; Chiesa et al., 2009; Tzokas et al., 2004). Hence metrics appropriate for technology-

pushed NPD may be inappropriate for design-driven NPD. In chapter 2 by means of a 

literature study various metrics are identified that are appropriate for the front-end of 

design-driven NPD. Hence each resulting metric for the studied subprograms at Philips 

Design should correspond to one of these metrics in order to be appropriate in this area of 

NPD.  

The theoretical background identified three measurement levels: project-, program-, and 

firm-level. However the number of project-level metrics is larger than on the other levels. In 

the search for appropriate metrics for the subprograms of Philips Design hence metrics from 

all measurement-levels are considered. However, in the resulting set of metrics they are 

translated so that they are all on the same measurement-level. For example a project-level 

metric is adapted into a metric appropriate on the program-level by taking the weighted 

average.   

Interpreter 

Interpreter Interpreter 

Interpreting 

Interpreter 

People 
Listening 

Knowledge 

Addressing 

externally 

New meanings 

and product 

languages 

Seductive 

Power 

Interpreter 

(Rest of NPD proces) 

Legend 

= design-driven research  

Addressing 

internally 

Figure 5.2:  The three main actions of design-driven research plus the practical action of addressing the internal 
environment: listening, interpreting, addressing externally, and addressing internally (adapted from Verganti, 2009, p. 
134) 
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5.1.5. Criterion 5: a small set that is relevant and easy to implement 

The resulting set of metrics must be as small as possible to be practical in use. The choice 

between different appropriate metrics is based on their relevance and ease of 

implementation. To evaluate the ease of implementation each resulting metric must be 

clearly measurable: i.e. it must be clear what and how the metrics are measured. 

Furthermore, when the metric is already used within Philips this makes implementation 

easier and the relevance for top management higher.  

Hence, the metrics are compared to the existing metrics within Philips Design (see Appendix 

D). However, since this set does not focus on research tasks, there is a gap between the 

metrics that correspond to the previous criteria and those used within Philips Design. 

Furthermore, it is useful to consider other metrics within Philips so that the metrics of 

Philips Design will not stand alone. Hence, in addition metrics from Philips Research are 

used. Philips Research is chosen since within Philips their work is the most similar to the 

work in the front-end of design-driven NPD. Philips Research is among others responsible 

for radical technology-pushed NPD. As showed in chapter 2, technology-pushed and design-

driven NPD are distinctive NPD strategies but also show some similarities since they are 

both research-driven and hence focused on the front-end of the NPD process. Hence, in 

order to find appropriate metrics for the front-end of design-driven NPD, which also fit into 

the measurement system of Philips, it is useful to identify the metrics already used in Philips 

Research. Appendix E shows the metrics of Philips Research. Two kinds of metric sets are 

used within Philips Research. The first one is connected to the strategy level and 

communicates the impact of Philips Research yearly. The other set is connected to the 

operational level and communicates quarterly how Philips Research is doing.  

5.1.6. Criterion 6: Philips language 

The formulation of the metrics must be clear for the people who are working with them. 

The way in which the improved metrics are formulated must be connected to the 

formulation of the current metrics. This approach will ensure that the metrics are 

understood and connected to the overall measurement system of Philips Design which 

makes implementation easier. In addition, the current metrics are often related to the 

balanced scorecard dimensions.   
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6. Improved metrics for the subprograms in the front-end of 

design-driven NPD at Philips Design  
This chapter identifies metrics, called KPI’s in Philips, for the individual subprograms within 

Philips Design that work in the front-end of design-driven NPD. Hence by means of a 

synthesis of the literature and the case study it answers the fifth research question of this 

paper: 

5. How can Philips Design improve their performance metrics in the front-end of 

the design-driven NPD process? 

In the theoretical background three measurement levels were identified: project-level, 

program-level (e.g. all design-driven NPD projects combined), and firm-level (all NPD 

projects combined). This chapter will identify performance metrics for the individual 

subprograms: Foresight, Design Probes, Rapid Co-creation, and Enabling Platforms & 

Thematic Research. Although this study will identify metrics for the subprograms, the 

metrics will be according to the theory on program-level, since the total set of projects in 

the subprogram is considered.  

First the approach of this chapter will be explained. Next the resulting metrics are identified 

in a set of tables. This chapter ends with a discussion regarding the resulting metrics and the 

differences in these metrics between the subprograms.  

6.1. Approach for identifying most appropriate metrics for the subprograms in the front-

end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design 

The criteria of the previous chapter are used as basis for the identification of the most 

appropriate metrics for the different subprograms within Philips Design in the front-end of 

design-driven NPD. Criterion by criterion a table is created that result into a set of metrics. 

In this way it is ensured that the resulting metrics meet all criteria and hence are supposed 

to be appropriate. The columns of the tables correspond to the different criteria. The 

information in the table is created by analyzing the data gathered in interviews and from 

studying documentations (see Appendix F). Afterwards, again interviews were held to 

validate the resulting tables and insights (see Appendix F). The feedback from these 

interviews was taken into account and the metrics were improved.  

The four subprograms for which the metrics are identified differ from each other. Hence the 

criteria will result in different sets. In consultation with Philips Design not four but three 

different sets are proposed; one for both the subprograms Foresight and Design Probes; one 

for the Rapid Co-creation program, and one for the Enabling Platforms & Thematic Research 

program. For the subprograms Foresight and Design Probes no separate sets were made 

since these projects are very similar. They both follow approximately the same process and 

both create dialogue.  
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6.2.  Improved metrics (KPI’s) for Foresight and Design Probes 

Philips 
Objective 

Subprogram objective 
(Strategy how objective 
is reached) 

How this 
generates 
value 

Related KSF from literature 
 

Relevant metrics from literature study Dimensions in literature 

People 
focus 

Research the paradigm 
changes, weak signals 
and  socio-cultural  trends 

Knowledge 
 
Ecosystem 

Listening to the relevant 
(weak) signals 

Engaged key interpreters / Degree of internal and 
external cooperation with global, divers set of 
interpreters 

Design-discourse 
(customer) 

Agility 

Identify the probable 
systematic shifts in the 
social and economic 
domains likely to affect 
the company 

Knowledge 

Interpreting the signals 

Robustness of vision 
Design-discourse 
(customer) 

Impact of vision on society 

People 
Focus 

Challenge conventional 
ways of thinking by 
building strong 
provocations and visions 

Knowledge 
Product uniqueness *           

Product 

Strength of new product image * 

Stimulate debate with 
these provocations that 
result in contextual 
insights 

Ecosystem 
 
Organization 

Addressing the design-
discourse 
(know who to and how to 
address) 

Engaged key interpreters / Degree of internal and 
external cooperation with global, divers set of 
interpreters 

Design-discourse 
(customer) (address successfully 

externally) 
Interpreters acceptance 

Speed 
 & 
Efficiency & 
scale 

Use insights to inspire 
new business; i.e. 
translating insights to 
elements that can be 
implemented in the short 
term 

Knowledge 
 
Speed  
 
Scale 
 

(but also within Philips 
create acceptance in order 
to make way for NPD) Benefits from development of new products/% of new 

meaning in new products 
Program –level 

Table 6.1: Goals, critical success factors and metrics for Foresight and Design Probes 
LEGEND 

* 
 

= products must be read as 
insights in this context 

Underlined  = KPI from Philips Research 
x = not applicable 
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Relevant metrics from 
literature study 

What & how to measure  
Most closely related current Philips Design or 
Philips Research KPI 

Relevance & ease of implementation KPI translated for Philips  
Dimensions 
 in Philips 

Engaged key interpreters 
/ Degree of internal and 
external cooperation with 
global, divers set of 
interpreters 

Set depending on the scope of the project per project a list what 
kind of people you want to reach, then check afterwards what 
percentage you have reached. To translate to program-level 
take the average weighted percentage over all projects. Results 
in green/orange/red score. When a small % is reached, but the 
most important interpreter is engaged, still the score can be 
good. Other way is to count number of partnerships 

Transfer of employees into other parts of 
Philips/Ecosystem  / % of projects in a laboratory 
with partners, where a partner is an academic 
institute, government agency, or industry /  % of 
projects in which an external customer, partner or 
supplier, in a business relationship with a 
Sector/BU, is involved 

Very relevant: mentioned two times in 
this table. 

Engaged key external thought 
leaders and opinion leaders 
within Philips 
 

People / 
Processes 

Robustness of vision Ask interpreters  x Both relevant but hard to measure, 
they can be incorporated in questions 
regarding  interpreters acceptance (Incorporated into questions for 

both the net promoter 
indications. Also the publication 
score gives an indication) 

x 

Impact of vision on society Outcome of research/ Ask interpreters  # of invited papers per researcher x 

Product uniqueness Ask interpreters, good insights cannot always be protected by IP 
Number of patent fillings per researchers per year/ 
number of invention disclosures/patent 
applications 

The strength of the  image and the 
uniqueness can be incorporated in 
questions regarding  interpreters 
acceptance 

x 

Degree and strength of 
new product image 

Ask interpreters  x x 

Engaged key interpreters/ 
Degree of internal and 
external cooperation with 
global, divers set of 
interpreters 

See above + 
for own Philips Design employees you can use the Employee 
Engagement Index  for measuring the organizational value 

See above + Employee Engagement Index/ 
Employee Engagement Survey 

The external engagement is very 
relevant. It is mentioned two times in 
this table. The organizational value that 
is  measured by the engagement of 
internal employees is not included 
since it depends on many other factors 
and the resulting set of metrics will 
become too large. 

Engaged key external thought 
leaders and opinion leaders 
within Philips 

People / 
Processes 

Interpreters acceptance  

External:  
-  Number of invited publications of insights including cross-
references in external journals, conferences, magazines, social 
media, and design awards per researcher   
- Survey/interviews with key interpreters of projects resulting in 
green/orange/red net promoter indication (thus no statistical 
score such as in NPS due to the small amount of  data) 

NPS/Number of Design awards/ Number of 
external scientific publications for external journals 
and conferences per researcher 

Very relevant and Philips Research also 
uses a type of publication score. 

Publication score 

Customer 
External thought leader net 
promoter indication 

Internal:  
- Net promoter indication (green/orange/red) through 
survey/interviews with relevant people within Philips its market 
sectors and Philips Research 

Average Internal Design NPS Improvement # / 
Completed Design business reviews %/ Average 
score on the strategic Partnership PST over all BUs, 
sectors and all questions /Percentage of Greens in 
traffic light scores 
Average progress in the 10-step KAM process 

Very relevant 
Opinion leaders within Philips 
net promoter indication 

Customer 

Benefits from 
development of new 
products/% of new 
meaning in new products 

# of insights implemented in market sectors # of business initiatives transferred to Seed phase 
Very relevant and Philips Research also 
uses a similar type of metric. 

# of insights incorporated in 
business  

Value 

Table 6.2: KPIs for Foresight and Design Probes 

 

LEGEND 

* 
 

= products must be read as 
insights in this context 

Underlined  = KPI from Philips Research 
x = not applicable 
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6.3.  Improved metrics (KPI’s) for Rapid Co-creation 

Table 6.3: Goals, critical success factors and metrics for Rapid Co-creation 

Philips Goal 
(Objective) 

Subprogram Goal 
(Strategy how objective is reached) 

How this generates 
value 

Related KSF 
from literature 
 

Relevant metrics from literature study 
Dimensions in 
literature 

Speed 
Define scope and incorporate existing 
knowledge so that no time and 
resources are wasted 

Knowledge 

Lower start up costs 

Speed 

Listening to 
vision and 
insights 

Strategic fit  Product 

People focus 

Identify behavior, motivation, need, 
and uncontested market space 
 

Knowledge 

 

Interpreting 
vision to short 
term direction 

Robustness of ‘vision’ 
Design-discourse  

Impact of ‘vision’ on society 

Find solution for dilemma/need Knowledge 

Product uniqueness 

Product Strength of new product image 

Feasibility 

Experiments to validate ideas & 
incorporate early user insights without 
fully developing prototypes to save 
time and money 

Knowledge 

Lower start up costs 

Speed 

Addressing the 
design-discourse 
 Design-discourse  

Speed Interpreters acceptance 

Seeds/ propositions implemented into 
market sector 

Knowledge 

Speed 

Scale (also within 
Philips): Efficiency & 

scale 

Benefits from development of new products/% of new 
meaning in new products 

Program –level 

Bad propositions removed so that no 
resources are spilled 

Knowledge 

Lower start up costs 
Number of abandoned products Program –level 

Agility 
 External partner involvement 

 Openness 

 Cross-functional partnership 

Knowledge 

Ecosystem 

Organization 

Important in 
listening, 
interpreting & 
addressing 

Engaged key interpreters / Degree of internal and external 
cooperation with global, divers set of interpreters 

Internal 
company 
process 

LEGEND 

* 
 

= products must be read as 
insights in this context 

Underlined  = KPI from Philips Research 
x = not applicable 
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Relevant metrics from 
literature study 

What & how to measure  
Most closely related current Philips Design or Philips 
Research KPI 

Relevance & ease of implementation 
KPI translated for 
Philips  

Dimension 
in Philips 

Strategic fit  

Is there a fit with the Philips strategy (yes/no).  In addition does it  
include elements of Foresight  and  Design Probes (yes/no). On 
program-level take the weighted average percentage of yes answers 
over all projects.  

X 

Very relevant but not easy to state when 
criterion is met. Whether existing 
knowledge of e.g.Design Probes is 
incorporated can be taken into account by 
engaging those thought leaders. Hence the 
metric is deleted to shorten the metric set. 

(Incorporated into 
engagement) 

Processes 
 /People & 
Innovation  

Robustness of ‘vision’ Ask interpreters in NPS survey 

x 
Relevant but hard to measure: 
incorporated in interpreters acceptance  

(Incorporated into 
questions for both the 
net promoter 
indication) 

x 

Impact of ‘vision’ on 
society 

Outcome of research/ Ask interpreters in NPS survey x 

Product uniqueness - Uniqueness and strength can be asked to interpreters and IP (patents) 
can be an indication since a newness criterion is used in the application 
procedure. However good insights cannot always be protected.  
- Feasibility is too much linked to technical aspects. Andrew & Sirkin 
(2006) discuss three risks that need to be evaluated. Feasibility can be 
measured by scoring the three risks: is it technical feasible (technical 
risk), is it feasible to explain the meaning of the proposition and is the 
proposition meaningful enough so that the market will accept it  in the 
desired amount, price and time (market risk), and finally is it feasible to 
get the needed resources and distribute it (executional risk). When risks 
are too high the proposition should be abandoned.   

Number of patent fillings per researchers per year/ 
number of invention disclosures/patent applications 

The strength of the image and the  
uniqueness can be incorporated in 
question regarding interpreters acceptance  

x 

Degree and strength of 
new product image 

x 

Feasibility 

Feasibility/the evaluation of risks is very 
relevant. Still it is  difficult to quantify it in a 
score. The risks can be evaluated by using 
the input of opinion leaders and thought 
leaders (e.g. by doing experiments). Since 
the resulting set of metrics must be small, 
other metrics are chosen.   

x 

Interpreters acceptance 

External:  survey/interviews among key interpreters of projects resulting 
in green/orange/red net promoter indication (thus no statistical score 
such as in NPS due to the small amount of  data) 

NPS/Number of Design awards /  Number of external 
scientific publications for external journals and 
conferences per researcher 

Very relevant 
External thought 
leader Net Promoter 
Indication 

Customer 

Internal: net promoter indication (green/orange/red) through  
survey/interviews with relevant people within Philips its market sectors 
and Philips Research 

Average Internal Design NPS Improvement # / 
Completed Design business reviews %/ Average score on 
the strategic Partnership PST over all Bus, sectors and all 
questions /  Percentage of Greens in traffic light scores /  
Average progress in the 10-step KAM process 

Very relevant 
Opinion leaders 
within Philips  net 
promoter indication 

Customer 

Benefits from 
development of new 
products/% of new 
meaning in new products 

# of propositions implemented in market sectors  # of business initiatives transferred to Seed phase 
Very relevant and Philips Research also 
uses a similar type of metric. 

# of propositions 
implemented in 
business/ transferred 
to Seed phase 

Value 

Number of abandoned 
products 

# of abandoned propositions  x Very relevant 
# of abandoned 
propositions 

Value 

Engaged key interpreters 
/ Degree of internal and 
external cooperation 
with global, divers set of 
interpreters 

Does team formation fit these requirements & make depending on the 
scope per project a list what kind of people you want to involve, then 
check afterwards what percentage you have reached. To translate to 
(sub) program-level take weighted average %. Results in 
green/orange/red score. When a small % is reached, but the most 
important interpreter is engaged, still the score can be good. Other way 
is to count partnerships. For own employees you can use the Employee 
Engagement Index for organizational value 

Transfer of employees into other parts of 
Philips/Ecosystem / % of projects in a laboratory with 
partners, where a partner is an academic institute, 
government agency, or industry / % of projects in which 
an external customer, partner or supplier, in a business 
relationship with a Sector/BU, is involved / Employee 
Engagement Index/ Employee Engagement Survey 

Just the team formation with people of 
design, technology and the sector is not 
enough. People outside the team should be 
engaged.  The organizational value that is  
measured by the engagement of internal 
employees is not included since  it depends 
on many other factors and the set will 
become too large.  

Engaged key external 
thought leaders and 
opinion leaders 
within Philips 

Processes  
/People & 
Innovation  

Table 6.4: KPI’s for Rapid Co-creation 
LEGEND 

* 
 

= products must be read as 
insights in this context 

Underlined  = KPI from Philips Research 
x = not applicable 
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6.4. Improved metrics (KPI’s) for Enabling Platforms & Thematic Research 

 

 Table 6.5: Goals, critical success factors and metrics for Enabling Platforms  

Philips Goal 
(Objective) 

Subprogram Goal 
(Strategy how objective is 
reached) 

How this generates 
value 

Related KSF 
from literature 
 

Relevant metrics from literature study Dimensions in literature 

Speed 
Scan territory and incorporate 
existing knowledge so that no time 
and money is wasted 

Knowledge 

Lower start up costs 

Speed 

Listening to 
understand 
what is needed 

Strategic fit  Product 

People focus 
Hypothesis Knowledge 

Interpreting 
(competence 
building) 
 

Robustness of vision 
Design-discourse (customer) 

Impact of vision on society 

Product uniqueness 

Product 

Strength of new product image 

Feasibility / Consistency of product with resources and 
capabilities of firm 

Early experiments 

Knowledge 

Lower start up costs 

Speed 
Addressing the 
design-
discourse 
(also within 
Philips create 
acceptance and 
implement 
competences) 

Speed 
Interpreters acceptance 
 

Pilots (see Rapid Co-creation and 
its metrics) 

Knowledge 

Knowledge transfer: capability 
embedded in standing organization 

Knowledge 

Speed 

Scale  

Design-discourse (customer) 

Efficiency & scale 
 

Benefits from development of new products/ 
Percentage of new meaning in new products 

Program –level 

Bad propositions removed so that 
no resources are spilled 

Knowledge 

Lower start up costs 
Number of abandoned products Program-level 

Agility 
Cross-functional partnership 
 
Cross-sector leverage 

Knowledge 

Ecosystem 

Organization 

Important in 
listening, 
interpreting & 
addressing 

Engaged key interpreters 
(built relationship with global divers set of key 
interpreters)/ Degree of internal and external 
cooperation with global, divers set of interpreters 

Internal company process 

LEGEND 

* 
 

= products must be read as 
insights in this context 

Underlined  = KPI from Philips Research 
x = not applicable 
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Table 6.6: KPIs for Enabling Platforms 

Related KPI from 
literature study 

What & how to measure  Most closely related current Philips Design or Philips 
Research KPI 

Relevance & ease of implementation KPI translated for 
Philips  

Dimension 
in Philips 

Strategic fit  

Is there a fit with the Philips strategy (yes/no).  In addition does it  include 
elements of Foresight  and  Design Probes (yes/no). On program-level take 
the weighted average percentage of yes answers over all projects. 

x Very relevant but not easy to state when 
criterion is met. Whether existing knowledge of 
e.g.Design Probes is incorporated can be taken 
into account by engaging those thought 
leaders. Hence the metric is deleted to shorten 
the metric set. 

(Incorporated into 
engagement) 

Processes/ 
People & 
Innovation  

Robustness of vision Ask interpreters in NPS survey x Both relevant but hard to measure, can be 
incorporated in interpreters acceptance 

(Incorporated into 
questions for both the 
net promoter 
indication) 

x 

Impact of vision on 
society 

Outcome of research/ Ask interpreters  
x x 

Product uniqueness - Uniqueness and strength can be asked to interpreters and IP (patents) 
can be an indication since a newness criterion is used in the application 
procedure. However good insights cannot always be protected.  
- Feasibility is too much linked to technical aspects. Andrew & Sirkin 
(2006) discuss three risks that need to be evaluated. Feasibility can be 
measured by scoring the three risks: is it technical feasible (technical risk), 
is it feasible to explain the meaning of the proposition and is the 
proposition meaningful enough so that the market will accept it  in the 
desired amount, price and time (market risk), and finally is it feasible to 
get the needed resources and distribute it (executional risk). When risks 
are too high the proposition should be abandoned.   

Number of patent fillings per researchers per year 
number of invention disclosures/patent applications 

The strength of the image and the uniqueness 
can be incorporated in question regarding 
interpreters acceptance  

x 

Degree and strength of 
new product image 

x x 

Feasibility/ Consistency 
of product with 
resources and 
capabilities of firm 
 
 

x Feasibility/the evaluation of risks is very 
relevant. Still it is  difficult to quantify it in a 
score. The risks can be evaluated by using the 
input of opinion leaders and thought leaders. 
Since the resulting set of metrics must be 
small, other metrics are chosen.   

x 

Interpreters acceptance  
 

External: survey/interviews among key interpreters of projects resulting in 
green/orange/red net promoter indication (thus no statistical score such 
as in NPS due to small amount of  data) 

 NPS/Number of Design awards 
Number of external scientific publications for external 
journals and conferences per researcher 

Very relevant 
External thought 
leader net promoter 
indication 

Customer 

Internal: net promoter indication (green/orange/red) through  
survey/interviews with relevant people within Philips its market sectors 
and Philips Research 

Average Internal Design NPS Improvement # / 
Completed Design business reviews %/ Average score 
on the strategic Partnership PST over all BUs, sectors 
and all questions/ Percentage of Greens in traffic light 
scores/ average progress in the 10-step KAM process 

Very relevant 
Opinion leaders 
within Philips  net 
promoter indication 

Customer 

Benefits from 
development / % of new 
meaning in new 
products 

# of propositions implemented in market sectors # of business initiatives transferred to Seed phase 
Very relevant and Philips Research also uses a 
similar type of metric. 

# of propositions 
implemented in 
business/ transferred 
to Seed phase 

Value 

# of abandoned products 
# of abandoned propositions  x Very relevant 

# of abandoned 
propositions 

Value 

Engaged key interpreters 
(built relationship with 
global divers set of key 
interpreters)/ Degree of 
internal and external 
cooperation with global, 
divers set of interpreters 

Does team formation fit these requirements & make depending on the 
scope of the project per project a list what kind of people you want to 
involve, then check afterwards what percentage you have reached. To 
translate to (sub) program-level take weighted average %. Results in 
green/orange/red score. When a small % is reached, but the most 
important interpreter Is engaged, still the score can be good. Other way is 
to count number of partnerships. For own employees you can use the 
Employee Engagement Index for organizational value. 

Transfer of employees into other parts of 
Philips/Ecosystem/ % of projects in a laboratory with 
partners, where a partner is an academic institute, 
government agency, or industry/  % of projects in 
which an external customer, partner or supplier, in a 
business relationship with a Sector/BU, is involved  
Employee Engagement Index/ Employee Engagement 
Survey 

Most relevant here is the cross-sector leverage 
so this should be incorporated in the wish list 
of partnerships.  The organizational value that 
is  measured by the engagement of internal 
employees is not included since it depends on 
many other factors and the resulting set of 
metrics will become too large. 
 

Engaged key external 
thought leaders and 
opinion leaders 
within Philips 

Processes/ 
People & 
Innovation  

LEGEND 

* 
 

= products must be read as 
insights in this context 

Underlined  = KPI from Philips Research 
x = not applicable 
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6.5. Discussion regarding the improved metrics for the subprograms  at Philips Design 

related to the front-end of design-driven NPD  

This paragraph discusses the main metrics identified for the subprograms related to the 

front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design. The three sets identified show many 

similarities, since all subprograms are located in the front-end of design-driven NPD. 

However, there are also some distinct differences. This paragraph will discuss per metric its 

importance, the overlap and the differences between the uses of these metrics in the 

different subprograms. In addition the absence of any metric related to intellectual 

property, while Philips Design scores high on such metrics, is discussed.  

6.5.1. Engaged key interpreters (external thought leaders, opinion leaders within Philips) 

The engagement of key interpreters, i.e. key thought leaders and opinion leaders, is meant 

to reflect the ecosystem value through better external partnerships and the knowledge 

value by having access to the insights of the interpreters. These aspects are captured by 

looking at the relationships built with interpreters from outside of Philips Design  

The engagement of key interpreters external of Philips Design, i.e. the key external thought 

leaders and key opinion leaders within Philips Research and the market sectors, is not just 

about attracting them. It is not about paying people for their insights. Instead it is about 

engaging them; i.e. building a relationship with them. In this way better knowledge can be 

extracted and an ecosystem for a longer time period is created. Moreover, the external key 

interpreters will differ per subject. Hence per subprogram, and even per project, the people 

that the team wants to engage will differ. Hence per project a wish list should be 

constructed. In Foresight and Design Probes the wish list may include for example more 

artistic people and many people from outside of Philips. In Rapid Co-creation projects, 

where ideas become concrete, lead users are more important and the people within the 

market sectors of Philips. In Enabling Platforms & Thematic Research where the cross-sector 

leverage of competences is key, it is e.g. important to include people from all the different 

market sectors of Philips in the wish list. For both Rapid Co-creation and Enabling Platforms 

& Thematic Research it is also important to use the knowledge already created by the 

thought leaders of Foresight and Design Probes. These are also thought leaders external 

from the subprogram. In all subprograms you want to engage people that are opinion 

leaders or thought leaders and not just any stakeholder since the subprograms concern not 

the generation of incremental (roadmap) ideas and insights, but the generation of more 

radical ideas. The metric ‘engaged key external thought leaders and opinion leaders within 

Philips’ measures whether the people on the wish list are engaged or not. The metric results 

in a green/orange/red score. When a small percentage of the wish list is reached, but the 

most important person on the list is engaged, still the end score can be good. 

It is important to note that the metric  ‘engaged key external thought leaders and opinion 

leaders within Philips’  is not the same as the thought leaders and opinion leaders net 
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promoter indication discussed later on. The engagement metric does not measure whether 

the created insights are accepted but whether the people are motivated to contribute to the 

creation of those insights.  

6.5.2. The external thought leaders and opinion leaders within Philips net promoter 

indications  

The literature states that when external interpreters incorporate the new meaning 

proposed by the company into their own ideas and use their seductive power to promote 

the proposed meaning, the likelihood that customers in the end will accept the product that 

incorporates the new meaning will increase (Verganti, 2009). Furthermore, when other 

interpreters within Philips accept and promote the proposed new meaning, the likelihood 

that Philips in the end will accept the idea and launches related new products will increase.  

This is especially important for radical ideas that require a higher level of change 

management (Chiesa et al., 2009). In sum, interpreters, both external as internal of Philips, 

that function as promoters are extremely important.   

A clear connection can be made to the in Philips widely used net promoter score (NPS). NPS 

stands for the percentage of promoters minus the percentage of detractors. Figure 6.1 

depicts the way promoters and detractors are defined. However, in this study the object of 

interest are not the customers as in the normal NPS score, but the key interpreters. Hence, 

an internal and external interpreters NPS metric would be appropriate for the front-end of 

design-driven NPD by measuring whether interpreters would recommend the ideas or 

insights of the subprograms. 

  

Figure 6.1: The Net Promoter Score (Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. , 2011) 
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Customer NPS is one of the key metrics used within Philips. Loyalty consultant Frederick 

Reichheld advocates that compared to other loyalty metrics the NPS is the “single most 

reliable indicator of a company’s ability to grow” (Keiningham, Cooil, Andreassen, & Aksoy, 

2007, p. 45). Hence it is not surprising that many companies, including Philips have adopted 

the NPS. Although the NPS is widely used, it must be noted that not everyone agrees that 

this is the superior metric (Keiningham et al., 2007). For example Keiningham et al. (2007) 

could not find any support for the NPS being superior to other metrics in tracking growth. 

They conclude that hence managers now potentially misallocate resources when they are 

guided by the NPS under the false presumption that it is the single most reliable metric.  

For the calculation of a customer NPS a lot of data is available. On the contrary, for the 

calculation of a NPS regarding interpreters outside of Philips and especially for the 

calculation of a NPS regarding interpreters within Philips, fewer data is available since the 

number of key interpreters is much smaller than the number of customers. Hence the score 

can easily fluctuate. Therefore, not a net promoter score but a net promoter indication (i.e. 

green/orange/red score) is proposed as metric in this study. Moreover, when one very 

important key interpreter accepts and promotes the idea, this can be of more value than 

when several other interpreters do. When the calculation method of the typical NPS would 

be used this aspect would be difficult to quantify. Finally, the term net promoter indication 

still shows the link to the well-known NPS metric and hence the importance of promoters, 

but also shows that it has to be interpreted differently.  

Moreover, the term interpreter is a theoretical term that not everyone will immediately 

understand. In business the terms thought leader and opinion leader are known and suited 

to communicate the idea of what interpreters are and do. Hence the term interpreters will 

be replaced by these terms.   

The net promoter indications can be measured by conducting surveys and in-depth 

interviews with the most important thought leaders and opinion leaders. In this way also 

valuable information can be gathered. What exactly do they think about your ideas? Are the 

meaningful? Is it unique, has it a strong image, is your vision robust and what is its impact? 

The uniqueness of the product is important since the goal is not to create incremental 

(roadmap) innovations, but more radical ones. After having addressed the design-discourse, 

by listening to the reactions of other interpreters, your insights can be checked and 

improved. In this way the three main actions identified by Verganti (2009); listening, 

interpreting and addressing, are iterated.   

Both the external thought leaders net promoter indication as the opinion leaders within 

Philips net promoter indication are crucial performance measures in all subprograms. 

However, it is not crucial whether all these interpreters accept your idea, but whether the 

key interpreters do. Hence there is a close connection between the metric ‘engaged key 

external thought leaders and opinion leaders within Philips’ and both the net promoter 

indications. As discussed in section 6.5.1, per subject the key interpreters differ. The point is 
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not just to tell your ideas to everyone who wants to hear them. You must discuss them only 

with the relevant ‘key’ interpreters. The key interpreters are identified up front in a wish list 

as discussed in section 6.5.1. Not just the common stakeholders need to be selected, but the 

key interpreters should be included. The engagement metric measures whether you were 

able to engage them in the project. The net promoter indications measure whether they 

accept the outcome of the projects. Key interpreters who are not engaged in the project can 

still accept its outcomes.   

Regarding the internal opinion leaders net promoter indication, especially for Rapid Co-

creation this metric is off extreme importance. That is, Rapid Co-creation forms the bridge 

between the different NPD phases that are performed by different divisions within Philips. 

Note that Rapid Co-creation projects are also part of the Enabling Platform & Thematic 

Research process. Since the next NPD stage is performed within the market sectors instead 

of within Philips Design, the people within the market sectors need to accept the 

propositions developed within the Rapid Co-creation projects. Otherwise no value will be 

obtained from the created knowledge. Therefore it is key that the people within the market 

sectors and within Philips Research that can affect the actions of the business as a whole, 

accept and moreover promote the knowledge. These people are the key interpreters 

(opinion leaders) within Philips that can use their seductive power to promote the proposed 

new meaning and thus can help to increase the overall stakeholders acceptance within 

Philips.  

Foresight and Design Probes also have to create internal acceptance. To do this Foresight 

and Design Probes have to create first of all acceptance for their insights within Philips 

Design. This is a smaller step than creating acceptance outside of Philips Design. The other 

Philips Design subprograms can help in creating acceptance for the radical insights by 

incorporating them into their own propositions. 

6.5.3. Publication score 

For Foresight and Design Probes the publication score is a metric that corresponds to the 

objective to stimulate debate and the importance of external thought leaders accepting and 

promoting your ideas. When other people publish your provocations this indicates that they 

are debated, accepted and promoted. The publication score can be used to support the 

external thought leaders net promoter indication discussed earlier.  

For Rapid Co-creation and Enabling Platforms & Thematic Research the number of 

publications is not taken in as a main metric. Here the objective is not to stimulate debate 

and require insights from external interpreters. Instead, experiments are done to validate 

the concrete ideas. For these subprograms interpreters acceptance is better measured by 

interviews with the group involved in the experiment than by external publications. External 

publications are often only possible later on, because the concrete ideas need to be 

protected from imitators.  
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The publication score is measured by the number of invited publications of the insights 

including cross-references in external journals and magazines, invited speeches, and design 

awards per researcher. Furthermore, since internet and the social media platforms are 

nowadays important places were dialogues take place, also the ‘sharing’ and ‘liking’ of your 

insights by others on these social media platforms should be taken into account. Of course 

one person ‘liking’ your insights on a social media platform should not be weighted as high 

as a main article in an important magazine. Paid citations or own publications are not 

included here since it does not show whether external interpreters accept your ideas.  

6.5.4. Number of propositions implemented to next phase and number of abandoned 

projects  

The main purpose of the front-end of any NPD process is to create ideas that can be further 

developed. Hence it is of extreme importance that the good propositions of Philips Design 

are further developed. Hence the number of propositions implemented in the NPD process 

of the market sectors is a key performance metric. It indicates how efficient Philips Design 

is.  

However, when propositions are carefully investigated and found to be inappropriate for 

Philips, this knowledge is also valuable and efficient. When few propositions are abandoned 

this can signal that the ideas are not evaluated good enough. Abandoning bad propositions 

ensures that no resources are wasted by developing bad propositions into bad products. 

The investments in the front-end are small in comparison to the total amount of 

investments for the product to be launched. Hence, the number of abandoned projects is 

also considered a key performance metric.  

6.5.5. Why intellectual property is not included 

Although literature suggests that patent counts are not appropriate for the front-end of 

design-driven NPD because of the difficulties to patent meanings, emotional, and symbolic 

value, the front-end of design driven NPD at Philips Design does generate a lot of patents. 

Indeed intellectual property is important to protect your ideas. However, it is not 

incorporated in the proposed set of metrics. First of all, it must be remembered that not all 

performance aspects can be included as key performance metric since the set will become 

too large. Intellectual property was not included since first of all the uniqueness of the ideas 

is already measured by incorporating related questions in the survey and interviews for the 

net promoter indications. When an insight has applications that can be patented, this does 

not say anything about the quality of the insight. Intellectual property is valuable for the 

company but is not related to the value for the customers. Furthermore, some patents are 

more valuable for the company than other small patents. Hence comparing the value of the 

created insights on the number of patents is inappropriate. In addition, the socio-cultural 

insights of Philips Design are harder to patent than the technological insights of Philips 

Research. Second, the importance that intellectual property can have in protecting ideas 

and hence in increasing the value of a business can be incorporated into the evaluation of 
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the risks of the proposition in the subprograms of Rapid Co-creation and Enabling Platforms 

& Thematic Research. In these subprograms the ideas and insights get more concrete, and 

hence patents become more important and useable. Here intellectual property is one of the 

parameters to evaluate the risks, since having intellectual property can lower the market 

risk.  

Discussing your insights and propositions with external interpreters can harm the possibility 

to patent them. Hence, although external interpreters acceptance is still very important, this 

does not mean that the propositions and insights need to be shared with everyone who 

wants to hear them. The key interpreters need to be identified and engaged, not all 

interpreters. This is done by making a wish-list as discussed in section 6.5.2. The distinction 

between addressing all interpreters or addressing only the key ones can help in the conflict 

between the acquirement of intellectual property and the importance of external 

interpreters’ acceptance.  
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7. Improved metrics to communicate the value of the total front-

end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design 
For the internal communication more metrics can be used than for the communication of 

the value of Philips Design to top management. Top management is not interested in all the 

different subprograms within Philips Design, but to the cumulative performance and how 

Philips Design contributes to the main objectives. This chapter will hence not take the 

individual subprograms as level of analysis, but the total front-end of design-driven NPD at 

Philips Design.  

This chapter answers the last research question of this study:  

6. How can Philips Design show the value of the front-end of design-driven NPD? 

Like for the metrics identified to measure the performance of the individual subprograms 

also the metrics identified to show the value of the total front-end of design-driven NPD at 

Philips Design are on program-level. That is, a part of the firm and not all NPD projects 

within the firm are considered. However, the level of analysis is higher than that of the 

previous chapter since the individual subprograms are now considered together. 

7.1. Approach for identifying most appropriate metrics to communicate the value of the 

total front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design 

This paragraph will show per main objective how the value of the total front-end of design-

driven NPD at Philips Design can be communicated to top management effectively. Hence 

four tables are made, corresponding to the four objectives to which Philips Design needs to  

contribute: agility, people focus, speed, and efficiency & scale. The tables are created in a 

step by step process. 

1. All subprogram goals related to the objective and their connected metrics identified 

in the tables of chapter 6 are summed up in one table. Appendix G shows this 

summary. These metrics meet all criteria stated in chapter 5. Since they function as 

the fundament to build a new metric set that communicates the value of the 

subprograms combined, it ensures that also that set will meet the criteria. However, 

since the level of analysis is higher, not all metrics from the individual subprograms 

can be put in separately because the set will become too large. Criterion 5 of chapter 

5 states that the set must be small, relevant and easy to implement. Therefore 

additional steps are taken to compress the set.  

2. The subprogram goals are ordered so that similar goals of the various subprograms 

are located together in the table. 

3. Similar subprogram goals are aggregated into one common goal on the Philips 

Design level of analysis. 

4. On basis of the separate metrics of the related subprogram goals, metrics for the 

Philips Design goal are formulated.  
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7.2. Improved metrics to communicate the value of the total front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design 

Table 7.1: Contribution to the agility objective  

Objective 
 Philips  

Philips Design 
Goal 
(Strategy how 
objective is 
reached) 

Philips Design KPI 
What & how to 
measure on 
program-level 

subprogram 

Subprogram Goal to achieve 
Philips Design Goal 
(Strategy how objective is 
reached) 

Subprogram KPI 
What & how to measure per 
subprogram 

Agility 

Identify the 
probable 
systematic shifts 
in the social and 
economic 
domains likely to 
affect the 
company 

 Publication score 
 

 External thought leader net 
promoter indication  

 

 Opinion leaders within 
Philips net promoter 
indication 

Same as for 
subprogram 

Foresight and 
Design Probes 

Identify the probable 
systematic shifts in the 
social and economic 
domains likely to affect the 
company 

 Publication score 
 

 External thought leader net promoter indication  
 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter 
indication  

 Publication score:  
Number of invited 
publications of insights 
including cross-references in 
external journals, 
conferences, magazines, 
social media, and design 
awards per researcher.   
 

 Net promoter 
indications: 

survey/interviews among key 
interpreters of projects,  
resulting in green/orange/red 
net promoter indication. 

 External partner 
involvement 

 Openness 

 Cross-functional 
partnership 

 Cross-sector 
leverage 

 Engaged key external 
thought leaders and opinion 
leaders within Philips: built 
relationship with global 
divers set of key 
interpreters /  # of resulting 
partnerships 

Weighted average 
percentage of people 
engaged from wish 
list over all projects 

Rapid Co-
creation 

External partner 
involvement 
 
Openness 
 
Cross-functional partnership 

 Engaged key external thought leaders and opinion 
leaders within Philips: built relationship with global 
divers set of key interpreters /  # of resulting 
partnerships 

 Engaged key external 
thought leaders and 
opinion leaders: 

Make depending on the 
scope of the project per 
project a list what kind of 
people you want to involve, 
than check afterwards what 
percentage you have 
reached. To translate to (sub) 
program-level take weighted 
average %.   
 
 

Enabling 
Platforms & 
Thematic 
Research 

Cross-functional partnership 
 
Cross-sector leverage 
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Table 7.2: Contribution to the speed objective  

Objective 
 Philips  

Philips Design 
Goal 
(Strategy how 
objective is 
reached) 

Philips Design KPI 
What & how to 
measure on 
program-level 

subprogram 

Subprogram Goal to 
achieve Philips Design Goal 
(Strategy how objective is 
reached) 

Subprogram KPI 
What & how to measure per 
subprogram 

Speed 

Define scope and 
incorporate 
existing 
knowledge so that 
no knowledge is 
unnecessary 
recreated. 

 Engaged key external thought 
leaders and opinion leaders 
within Philips 

Weighted 
average of the 
scores of the 
subprograms 

Rapid Co-creation 
Define scope and 
incorporate existing 
knowledge 

 Engaged key external thought leaders  (external to 
subprogram, so also people from other 
subprograms) and opinion leaders within Philips  

 Engaged key external 
thought leaders and 
opinion leaders: 

Make depending on the  
scope of the project per project 
a list what kind of people you 
want to reach, then check 
afterwards what percentage 
you have reached. To translate 
to (sub)program-level take 
average weighted percentage 
over all projects. 

Enabling Platforms 
& Thematic 
Research 

Scan territory and  
incorporate existing 
knowledge 

 Engaged key external thought leaders (external to 
subprogram, so also people from other 
subprograms)  and opinion leaders within Philips 

Experiment early, 
so that people 
insights are early 
incorporated. This 
makes sure no 
time is wasted 
with bad 
propositions 

 

 External thought leader net 
promoter Indication  

Weighted 
average of the 
scores of the 
subprograms 

Rapid Co-creation 
Experiments to validate  
without fully developing 
prototypes to reduce time 

 External thought leader net promoter indication  
 

 net promoter indication:   
survey/interviews among key 
interpreters of projects,  
resulting in green/orange/red 
net promoter indication. 
 

Enabling Platforms 
& Thematic 
Research 

Experiments  External thought leader net promoter indication  

Implement insight 
in market sectors 
and make sure 
they are accepted. 
In this way no 
time in the later 
phases in spilled 
by recreating 
existing 
knowledge.  

 Opinion leaders within Philips  
net promoter indication 

 

 # of design-driven elements 
incorporated in business 

Weighted 
average of the 
scores of the 
subprograms 

Foresight and 
Design Probes 

Result in contextual 
insights that are used to 
inspire new business; i.e. 
translating insights to 
short term elements 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter 
indication  

 # of elements incorporated in business 

 net promoter indication: 
survey/interviews among key 
interpreters of projects,  
resulting in green/orange/red 
net promoter indication. 
 
 

Rapid Co-creation  
Seeds/ propositions 
implemented into market 
sector 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter 
indication  

 # of propositions implemented in business/ 
transferred to Seed phase 

Enabling Platforms 
& Thematic 
Research 

Knowledge transfer: 
capability embedded in 
standing organization 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter 
indication  

 # of propositions implemented in business/ 
transferred to Seed phase 
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Objective of 
 Philips  

Philips Design 
Goal 
(Strategy how 
objective is 
reached) 

Philips Design KPI 

What & how 
to measure 
on program-
level 

subprogram 

Subprogram Goal to 
achieve Philips Design 
Goal 
(Strategy how objective 
is reached) 

Subprogram KPI 
What & how to measure per 
subprogram 

People 
focus  

Engage key 
thought and 
opinion leaders so 
that  
knowledge 
regarding meaning 
and the socio-
cultural context is 
gathered 

 

 Engaged key external thought 
leaders and opinion leaders within 
Philips: built relationship with 
global divers set of key 
interpreters /  # of resulting 
partnerships 

Same as 
measured 
for Foresight 
and Design 
Probes 
subprogram 
KPI 

Foresight and  
Design Probes 
 

Research the paradigm 
changes, weak signals 
and socio-cultural trends 

 Engaged key external thought leaders and opinion leaders 
within Philips: built relationship with global divers set of key 
interpreters /  # of resulting partnerships 

 Engaged key external 
thought and opinion 
leaders: 

Make depending on the  
scope of the project per 
project a list what kind of 
people you want to reach, 
then check afterwards what 
percentage you have 
reached. To translate to 
(sub)program-level take 
average weighted percentage 
over all projects.  

Stimulate debate with 
these provocations 
(resulting in insights) 

 Engaged key external thought leaders and opinion leaders 
within Philips: built relationship with global divers set of key 
interpreters /  # of resulting partnerships 

Interpret 
knowledge in 
insights regarding 
meaning and the 
socio-cultural 
context for Philips 

 

 Publication score 
 

 External thought leader net 
promoter indication  
 

 Opinion leaders within Philips 
net promoter indication  

 
 

Weighted 
average of 
the scores of 
the 
subprograms 

Foresight and  
Design Probes 

Challenge conventional 
ways of thinking by 
building strong 
provocations and visions 

 Publication score 

 External thought leader net promoter indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter indication 

 Publication score: 
Number of invited 
publications of insights 
including cross-references in 
external journals, 
conferences, magazines, 
social media, and design 
awards per researcher. 
 

 Net promoter 
indication: 

survey/interviews  among 
key interpreters of projects 
resulting in green/orange/red 
net promoter indication). 
 

Rapid Co-
creation 

Identify behavior, 
motivation and need/ 
Uncontested market 
space 
 

 External thought leader net promoter indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter indication  

Find solution for 
dilemma/need 

 External thought leader net promoter indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter indication 
 

Enabling 
Platforms & 
Thematic 
Research 

Hypothesis 
 External thought leader net promoter indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter indication 
 

Experiment early, 
so that people 
insights are early 
incorporated  

Rapid Co-
creation 

Experiments to validate  
without fully developing 
prototypes 

 External thought leader net promoter indication  
 

Enabling 
Platforms & 
Thematic 
Research 

Experiments 
 External thought leader net promoter indication  

 

Table 7.3: Contribution to the people focus objective 
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Objective 
 Philips  

Philips Design 
Goal 
(Strategy how 
objective is 
reached) 

Philips Design KPI 
What & how to 
measure on 
program-level 

subprogram 

Subprogram Goal to 
achieve Philips Design Goal 
(Strategy how objective is 
reached) 

Subprogram KPI 
What & how to 
measure per 
subprogram 

Efficiency & 
Scale 

Implement insight 
in market sectors 
and make sure 
they are accepted. 
In this way no 
time in the later 
phases in spilled 
by recreating 
existing 
knowledge & give 
room to scale 
good propositions 

 

 Opinion leaders within Philips 
net promoter indication  

 

 # of design-driven elements 
incorporated in business 

Weighted 
average of the 
scores of the 
subprograms 

Foresight and  
Design Probes 

contextual insights are 
used to inspire new 
business; i.e. translating 
insights to short term 
elements 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter indication  

 # of elements incorporated in business 

 Net promoter 
indication: 

survey/interviews  
among key 
interpreters of 
projects resulting in 
green/orange/red 
net promoter 
indication. 

Rapid Co-creation  
Seeds/ propositions 
implemented into market 
sectors 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter indication  

 # of propositions implemented in business/ transferred to 
Seed phase 

Enabling Platforms 
& Thematic 
Research 

Knowledge transfer: 
capability embedded in 
standing organization 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter indication  

 # of propositions implemented in business/ transferred to 
Seed phase 

Reduce wasting 
resources on bad 
propositions 

 # of abandoned propositions 

Weighted 
average of the 
scores of the 
subprograms 

Rapid Co-creation  
Bad propositions removed 
so that no resources are 
spilled 

 Number of abandoned propositions 

Enabling Platforms 
& Thematic 
Research 

Bad propositions removed 
so that no resources are 
spilled 

 Number of abandoned propositions 

Table 7.4: Contribution to the efficiency and scale objective  
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8. Conclusion and discussion  

8.1. Conclusion 

Design-driven NPD is a type of radical NPD.  It regards developing radically new products 

that propose radically new meanings to the market. The typical design-driven NPD process 

consists of several stages and gates. The focus of the design-driven NPD process lies in the 

front-end, where design-driven research is conducted. In this stage researchers listen, 

interpret, and address the entire design-discourse in order to develop ideas for new 

meanings.  

An important aspect of control is performance measurement. Numerous metrics are used 

within the NPD process, which can be classified by measurement-level, performance 

dimension or control type. The most appropriate metrics for the front-end of design-driven 

NPD are listed in Table 2.4. This set is identified by considering the high level of radicalness, 

the special aspects of design-driven NPD that distinct it from other forms of radical NPD, and 

the characteristics of the front-end phase. 

Within Philips Design the front-end of design-driven NPD is divided into different 

subprograms: i.e. Foresight, Design Probes, Rapid Co-creation, and Enabling Platforms & 

Thematic Research. 

The current metrics of the subprograms can be improved by clearly showing why the chosen 

metrics are the key performance measures that illustrate the impact/value of the 

subprograms. 

Several criteria were identified to which the metrics for the front-end of design-driven NPD 

at Philips Design should correspond. These criteria formed the basis for the improved sets of 

metrics that are presented by this study for the different subprograms. The metrics that are 

proposed are depicted in Table 8.1. 

Metrics for Foresight and Design Probes  
 

Metrics for Rapid Co-creation 
 Metrics  for Enabling Platforms & 

Thematic Research 

Engaged key external thought leaders 
and opinion leaders within Philips 

 Engaged key external thought leaders 
and opinion leaders within Philips 

 Engaged key external thought leaders 
and opinion leaders within Philips 

External thought leader net promoter 
indication 

 External thought leader net promoter 
indication 

 External thought leader net promoter 
indication 

Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication 

# of insights incorporated in business  
 

 # of propositions implemented in 
business/ transferred to Seed phase 

 # of propositions implemented in 
business/ transferred to Seed phase 

Publication score 
 

# of abandoned propositions 
 

# of abandoned propositions 

Table 8.1: The improved metrics for the subprograms in the front-end of design-driven NPD at Philips Design. 

One of the criteria was that the metrics should correspond to the objectives of Philips 

Design and Philips. Hence the improved sets for the subprograms form the basis for 

the formulation of metrics that communicate the contribution of the entire front-end 
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of design-driven NPD to the objectives of Philips. The sets of the different 

subprograms were combined and summarized resulting in four sets corresponding to 

the four main objectives to which Philips Design should contribute.  

8.2. Scientific implications 

This study has two scientific implications. First of all, this study provides a first step in 

building knowledge on how to define the most appropriate metrics for the front-end of 

design-driven NPD. Hence it contributes to the scarce amount of theory on design-driven 

NPD and the theory on performance measurement. Verganti (2009; 2011) discusses the 

special characteristics of design-driven NPD projects, and argues that this type of projects 

require further investigation. Indeed current literature on radical NPD most often only 

considers radical technology-pushed NPD. Second this study contributes by the identification 

of a fourth main action in the front-end of design-driven NPD in addition to the three main 

actions identified by Verganti (2009): i.e. the internal addressing of the design-discourse.  

8.3. Practical implications 

This study has also several practical implications. They are discussed below.  

8.3.1. Link between controls & metrics 

The theoretical background showed that the most appropriate controls in the front-end of 

design-driven NPD are input and informal control, whereas high levels of process control is 

less appropriate and output control is more difficult. However, the identified metrics are 

foremost process and output metrics.  This seems conflicting.  

First of all, process controls have positive and negative effects. The theoretical background 

concluded that heavy reliance on process controls is unsuitable. This is reflected in the 

identified metrics since none strictly state how the process must go. They provide freedom 

for the team. For example the metric ‘engaged key external thought leaders and opinion 

leaders within Philips’ identifies that the team must engage the interpreters, but not in 

which way.  

Second, although output control was found to be difficult, their need was also identified. 

Since the output metrics were adapted to the front-end of design-driven NPD, most 

difficulties are overcome.  

Third, although input controls were found to be very appropriate, no input metrics are 

clearly incorporated in the set.  However, this does not mean that they do not play a role. 

Human resource allocation is also important according to the theoretical background. 

Although no measures are in place, the formation of the teams and choice of leaders should 

hence be done carefully.  
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Fourth, informal controls are very important. Since informal controls are unwritten, no real 

KPIs exist for them. Intuition, informal communication, social control and the other forms of 

informal control are important. Hence managers must be aware of this.  

8.3.2. Importance of knowledge systems  

The front-end subprograms mostly create value though knowledge. Hence, this knowledge 

should be considered as very valuable and focus must lie on keeping and (re)using the 

knowledge so that value can be created out of it. When the knowledge gets lost, no value is 

created by it, and hence the value of the subprograms drops steeply, or is even zero.  Hence, 

the key success factor is addressing the internal design-discourse, so that the knowledge is 

taken up by the rest of the company. A good information system is essential in not only 

distributing knowledge, but also in the preservation of knowledge so that no resources are 

spilled in creating the same knowledge twice.  The same can be said for the value of 

ecosystems. The relationships should be seen as valuable and used accordingly. Teams 

should be able to know with which potential key interpreters Philips is already engaged. 

8.3.3. Practical implications for other companies  

Finally, not only Philips but also other companies conduct design-driven NPD. They can use 

the theoretical set and approach to choose their own set of appropriate metrics for their 

front-end of design-driven NPD. However, the total reflective cycle of van Aken et al., (2007) 

discussed in chapter 3 must be conducted before general design knowledge can be created.  

8.4. Scientific limitations 

This study has several scientific limitations. First of all, although the theoretical background 

of this study includes a lot of prominent articles on the subject, still other literature can be 

included to get an even fuller and more detailed image. Furthermore, general speaking the 

theoretical background includes two types of sources. First of all, it includes literature 

regarding design-driven NPD. However, this literature came from one author, i.e. Verganti, 

and several of his insights that are used in this study are not scientifically validated. Hence, 

they should be used cautiously. Second, many studies regarding controls and metrics are 

included. However, none was specifically targeted on design-driven NPD. 

Second, the quality of the case study depends on the quality of the sources. Using interviews 

as main source has several limitations. The collected data can hurt from bias due to poorly 

articulated questions, response bias, inaccuracies due to poor recall, and the interviewee 

may just state what the interviewer wants to hear (Yin, 2009). Although by conducting in 

depth interviews the view and feedback of several professionals in this area within Philips 

was gathered and included into this paper, still the number of people that gave input is 

limited. The interview data was complemented by documentation. But also the use of 

documentation faces several limitations due to difficulties to find relevant documentations, 

selection bias, the bias of the (unknown) author of the documentation, and access to 

relevant documentation may be even deliberately withheld (Yin, 2009). 
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Third, the metrics are not empirically tested. The regulative cycle of van Aken et al. (2007) 

has not been completed. After having proposed a plan in this study, the implementation and 

evaluation step still need to be conducted.  

Fourth, the research was only conducted in one company and hence no general theory can 

be determined. In other words, to really determine general knowledge the total reflective 

cycle of van Aken et al., (2007) needs to be conducted. This means that several case studies 

have to be done to be able to reflect on the results and build knowledge. For example by 

conducting the same kind of research in more companies it can be checked whether the 

internal addressing is indeed a main action in all big companies.  

8.5. Practical limitations 

The view and comments of various people within Philips Design are incorporated. However, 

from the market sectors nobody was interviewed. Valuable insights can be gained from 

them since they work with the knowledge created in the front-end to put products on the 

market. Also more insights from Philips Research can be incorporated. 

Furthermore, the exact measurement aspects of each metric are not identified. Hence the 

design of the metric set is incomplete. For example, which questions should be asked to 

measure the net promoter indications? For each metric a document should be made 

explaining exactly what, how and when the metric should be measured. Also the managers 

should now what the target value of each metric is, that also can change with time.  

8.6. Recommendations for further research 

As discussed under the limitations, research and discussions within Philips should further 

investigate the identified metrics so that it is exactly clear what, how and when things are 

measured. Within Philips more people from various divisions can be interviewed to gain 

more insights. Furthermore, the designed metrics needs to be implemented and evaluated. 

Moreover, more insights can be gained by doing the same kind of research within more 

companies.   

Finally, since technology-pushed and design-driven NPD sometimes overlap and then 

provide a technology epiphany as Verganti (2009) calls it.  It can be very interesting to 

research this specific area further. Also within Philips, Philips Research and Philips Design can 

together investigate this area further.  
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Appendix A: Appropriate controls in the front-end of design-driven 

NPD 
There are a lot of different controls used in the NPD process. Over their effects is a lot of 

debate. For every type of NPD project and depending on their current process phase, 

different controls are most appropriate. Tables A.1 – A.4 give a summary of the different 

controls used in the NPD process. It indicates also the appropriateness of the different 

control types. The appropriateness of the various controls in the front-end of design-driven 

NPD is identified by a two step approach: 

1. On basis of the results on the appropriateness of controls in radical NPD and 

information regarding design-driven NPD as a specific form of radical NPD, the 

appropriateness of the various controls in design-driven NPD is discussed. It must 

be noted that caution is necessary with using results on radical NPD for discussing 

design-driven NPD. Many of the studies only consider radical technologically new 

NPD (Verganti, 2009). Design–driven NPD is radical, even when the technology 

uncertainty is low. Existing technology can be used to create a radically new 

meaning (Verganti, 2009). Market uncertainty is high, since the new meaning 

changes the market. Design-driven NPD helps in creating a new socio-cultural 

paradigm (Verganti, 2009).  

2. The results of the first step are combined with the results on the appropriateness 

in the front-end of NPD in order to discuss the appropriateness of the various 

controls in the front-end of design-driven NPD. 

 

Tables A.1 – A.4 show that the results on the appropriateness of the various controls in the 

front-end of design-driven NPD, in the front-end, and in radical NPD are similar except for 

small differences in the appropriateness of process and informal controls. First, although in 

radical NPD process controls are inappropriate this may be more related to technology-

pushed NPD than to design-driven NPD. In addition literature shows that the good and the 

bad effects of process control in the front-end balance each other out. Hence, in the front-

end of design-driven NPD process controls will never be very appropriate, but their exact 

effect remains unclear. Second, informal controls are appropriate in radical NPD and even 

very appropriate in the front-end of NPD. Hence, informal controls are even more 

appropriate in the front-end of radical NPD than in the later phases of radical NPD.   
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Appropriateness 

Controls In radical NPD In front-end In front-end of 
design-driven NPD 

IN
P

U
T 

C
O

N
TR

O
L 

 Gate from previous stage (Cooper, 2008):  
o Ensures quality of input next stage. 
o Functions as a management guarantee 

that project gets resources when go 
decision is made. 

 Guidelines for the deliverables of each gate 
(Cooper, 2008). 

 Human resource allocation (Poskela & 
Martinsuo, 2009; Cooper, 2008; Schmidt et 
al.,2009): 
o Emphasis on procedures for selecting 

leader and team members. 
o The selection of the right gatekeepers. 

 The extent in which goals and tasks were 
defined upfront (Poskela & Martinsuo, 2009): 
o  Compelling vision, setting strategic goals 

 Portfolio management to make sure there is 
enough input for each stage and enough 
resources to finance all projects (Reibstein & 
Shankar, 2010). 

Very important 
for radical 
projects 

Very 
important for 
front-end 

Very important for 
design-driven 
innovations 

Table A.1: Input control in NPD and its appropriateness    

 

 

 
Appropriateness 

Controls In radical NPD In front-end In front-end of 
design-driven 
NPD 

P
R

O
C

ES
S 

C
O

N
TR

O
L 

 Specification of the NPD process, like the 
implementation of a stage-gate mechanism / 
existence of gates (Bonner et al., 2002; 
Poskela & Martinsuo, 2009;Reibstein & 
Shankar, 2010; Schmidt et al., 2009). 

 Specification and procedures and activities to 
be performed by the project team (Bonner et 
al., 2002; Poskela & Martinsuo, 2009;Reibstein 
& Shankar, 2010). 

 Monitoring the process, with for example help 
of reporting systems (Bonner et al., 2002; 
Poskela & Martinsuo, 2009). 

 Process- based rewarding (Sarin & Mahajan, 
2001). 

 Protocols regarding the requirement of 
intellectual property rights (Reibstein & 
Shankar, 2010). 

 Implementation of formal rules of behavior, 
based on the code of conduct (Chiesa et al., 
2009). 

High levels of 
process control 
less appropriate 
in radical NPD, 
better for 
incremental 
projects 

High levels of 
process control 
more 
appropriate in 
the later 
phases 

Unclear but 
high levels are 
not 
appropriate in 
the front-end 
of design-
driven NPD 

Table A.2: Process control in NPD and its appropriateness    
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Appropriateness 

Controls In radical NPD In front-end In front-end of 
design-driven 
NPD 

O
U

TP
U

T 
C

O
N

TR
O

L  Evaluation at gates on basis of prespecified 
criteria (Tzokas et al., 2004; Schmidt et al., 
2009). 

 Other reviews during project (Moore, 1984; 
Pawar & Driva, 1999; Davila, 2000; Bonner et 
al., 2002). 

 Outcome-based rewarding (Bonner et al., 
2002). 

More difficult 
and less 
appropriate 
for radical 
projects 

More 
difficult in  
the front-
end 

More difficult in 
the front-end of 
design-driven 
NPD 

Table A.3: Outcome control in NPD and its appropriateness    

 

 

 
Appropriateness 

Controls In radical NPD In front-end In front-end of 
design-driven 
NPD 

IN
FO

R
M

A
L 

C
O

N
TR

O
L 

 Informal communication between 
management and NPD team (Poskela & 
Martinsuo, 2009): 
o e.g.  Informal exchange of information 

and Informal meetings 

 The way managers involve themselves 
personally and regularly in the decision 
making of the NPD team (Richtnér & Ahlström, 
2010; Bonner et al., 2002; Chiesa et al., 2009): 
o Involving themselves in the formulation 

of project strategies, goals, and 
procedures  

o Management interventions and active 
decisions to make changes in topics like 
budget, deadlines, goals, effecting 
thereby formal controls  

 Social control (Jaworski, 1988): 
o Establishing  norms, monitoring  if people 

work conform to these norms, and taking 
actions when social deviations occur (by 
e.g. hinting  & humor) 

 Cultural control (Jaworski, 1988). 

 Self-control (Jaworski, 1988). 

Plays a bigger 
part in total 
control system 

Plays a bigger 
part in total 
control system 

Plays a bigger 
part in total 
control system 

Table A.4: informal control in NPD and its appropriateness    
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Appendix B: Performance metrics used in NPD  
 Performance 

Dimension 
Performance metric Control Type Source 

P
R

O
JE

C
T 

-L
EV

EL
 Financial ROI/IRR Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Langerak et al., 2004) (Hart et al., 2003) 

(Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004) 

Met profitability goals Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Langerak et al., 2004) (Hart et al., 2003) )  

Met contribution margin goals Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Langerak et al., 2004) (Hart et al., 2003) 
(Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) (Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004) 

Development costs Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Langerak et al., 2004) (Jimenez-Zarco et 
al.,2006) 

Stays in budget Output/ Process (Hart et al., 2003) 

Break-even time Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Langerak et al., 2004) (Hart et al., 2003) 
(Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Present value/costs Output (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 

Increases in sales Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 
(Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004) 

Benefits per division Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006)  

Increases in market share Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 

Benefits for shareholders Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Financial risk measurement Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Risk assessment Output/ Process (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Cost-benefit data Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Customer Customer acceptance Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Langerak et al., 2004) (Hart et al., 2003) 
(Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) (Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004) 

Customer satisfaction Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Langerak et al., 2004) (Hart et al., 2003) 
(Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) ) 
(Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004) 

Number of customers Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Langerak et al., 2004) (Jimenez-Zarco et 
al.,2006) 

Customer competitive advantage Output (Langerak et al., 2004) )  

Perceived quality Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Perceived superiority Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Percentage of customer retention Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 
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 Performance 
Dimension 

Performance metric Control Type Source 

Degree of customer loyalty Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Brand image/ gained reputation Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) )  

 Met revenue (growth) goals Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Langerak et al., 2004) )  

Met sales/unit volume (growth) goals Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Langerak et al., 2004) (Hart et al., 2003) 
(Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004) 

Met market share goals Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Langerak et al., 2004) (Hart et al., 2003) ) 
(Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004) 

Market potential Output (Hart et al., 2003) (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006)  

Market chance Output (Hart et al., 2003)  

Existence of latent customer segments Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Number of current competitors Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Product (Technical or 
process based) 

Met performance specifications Output (Langerak et al., 2004) (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Hart et al., 2003) 

Met quality specifications Output (Langerak et al., 2004) (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Hart et al., 2003) ) 
(Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004) 

Technical feasibility 
Leverage of firm’s R&D/technical resources 
Availability of resources 

Output (Hart et al., 2003) 
(Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004) 

Development costs of project/ Project total 
cost for a given time objective 

Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004) 

Competitive advantage Output (Griffin & Page, 1996) )  

Level of innovativeness/ 
Product uniqueness 

Output (Griffin & Page, 1996)  
(Hart et al., 2003) 

Strategic fit of product 
Alignment with firm’s strategy  
Window of opportunity 

Output (Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004) 

Adaption of product to market needs and 
requirements 

Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Consistency of product with resources and 
capabilities of firm 

Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Degree of strength of the new product 
image 

Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 
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 Performance 
Dimension 

Performance metric Control Type Source 

Customer degree of satisfaction with and 
fidelity to new product 

Output (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

 Ability to launch on time Output (Langerak et al., 2004) (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Hart et al., 2003) 

Speed to market: development length Output/Process (Langerak et al., 2004) (Griffin & Page, 1996) (Hart et al., 2003) 

Break-even time Output (Langerak et al., 2004) 

P
R

O
G

R
A

M
-L

EV
EL

 Program (general) Number of products introduced Output/ Process (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Benefits from development of new 
products/ 
Impact of the new product program on 
corporate performance/ 
Return on investment for the new 
product development process  

Output/ Process (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) (Griffin & Page, 1993) 

Program hits/exceeds our objectives Output/ Process (Griffin & Page, 1993) 

Number of abandoned projects Output/ Process (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 

Number of projects awarded Output/ Process (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

New product program profitability Output/Process (Griffin & Page, 1993) 

New product program sales Output/Process (Griffin & Page, 1993) 

Subjective importance of our new product 
program 

Output/Process (Griffin & Page, 1993) 

Overall success of the product 
development 
program 

Output/ Process (Griffin & Page, 1993) 

Innovation/ 
learning & growth 

Number of patentable discoveries per 
dollar spent 

Output/ Process  (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 

Percentage of budget spent on research Input (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 

Percentage of projects done in cooperation 
with others 

Process/Input (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 

Percentage of project evaluation ideas 
applied into new projects 

Process (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 

Number of patents Output (Godener & Söderquist, 2004) 
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 Performance 
Dimension 

Performance metric Control Type Source 

Percentage of new technology in new 
products 

Output (Godener & Söderquist, 2004) 

Internal company 
process 

(Engineering) hours spent on projects Process/ Input (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 

Development process cost Output/ Process (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Development process speed   Output/ Process (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 

Process efficiency Process (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006)  

Sum of revised project duration compared 
to planned duration 

Process (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997)  

Degree of employee information Process/Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Availability of technological, human, and 
economic resources 

Process/Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Degree of market and customer 
orientation 

Process/Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Degree of learning and innovation 
orientation 

Process/Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Degree of quality orientation/  
Number of times rework 

Process/Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006)  
(Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997)  

Degree of interfunctional coordination Process/Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Degree of internal and external 
cooperation 

Process/Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Degree of high-management support  Process/Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Development of information processes of 
transmission and diffusion 

Process/Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Rate of re-use standard designs or proven 
technology 

Process/Input (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 

 

Firm (general) 
 

Can be line-extended/ leads to future 
opportunities 

Output (Griffin & Page, 1993) (Griffin& Page 1996) 

This years new products fit with business 
strategy 

Output/Process (Griffin & Page, 1993) (Griffin& Page 1996) 
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 Performance 
Dimension 

Performance metric Control Type Source 
FI

R
M

-L
EV

EL
 Hit a window of opportunity Output (Griffin & Page, 1993)  

Degree to which program hits objectives Output/Process (Griffin& Page 1996) 

Overall success (subjective) Output (Griffin& Page 1996) 

Number of new products Output/Process (Griffin & Page, 1993) 

% of products with high profits Output (Griffin & Page, 1993)  

% of profits under patent protection Output/Process (Griffin & Page, 1993) (Griffin& Page 1996) 

% of profits provided by products less than 
5 years old 

Output (Griffin & Page, 1993) (Griffin& Page 1996) 

% of sales provided by products less than 5 
years old 

Output (Griffin & Page, 1993) (Griffin& Page 1996) 

% of sales under patent protection Output/ Process (Griffin & Page, 1993) (Griffin& Page 1996) 

PR value; amount of free advertising 
created by the new products 

Output (Griffin & Page, 1993)  

ROI of program (also financial dimension) Output (Griffin& Page 1996) 

Success/Failure rate of new products Output/ Process (Griffin & Page, 1993) (Griffin& Page 1996) 

Percentage of customer driven projects Process/Input (Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997) 

Competence-based Capacity for reaction of competition Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Degree of marketing orientation of 
competitors 

Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Quality of competitors’ products Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Image of competitors’ products Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Marketing Marketing capabilities Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Front-line personal capabilities Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Market analysis resources Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Ability to communicate with clients Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Company positioning Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 
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 Performance 
Dimension 

Performance metric Control Type Source 

Intermediary support Input (Jimenez-Zarco et al.,2006) 

Table B.1: Performance metrics used in NPD (Griffin & Page, 1993, p. 307-308; Griffin & Page, 1996, p.496 ; Langerak et al., 2004, p. 94 ; Hart et al., 2003, p. 28, Jimenez-Zarco et al., 2006, p. 

9; Kerssens-van Drongelen & Cook, 1997, p. 353 ; Godener & Söderquis, 2004, p.193; Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004, p.312)  
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Appendix C: Appropriate metrics in the front-end of design-driven 

NPD  

Appropriate project –level metrics in the front-end of design-driven NPD  

Financial metrics 

Financial metrics  

ROI/IRR, but only as indication 
3
 Increases in sales  

1
 

Met profitability goals, but only as indication 3 Benefits per division 1 

Met contribution margin goals 1 Increases in market share 1 

Development costs 1 Benefits for shareholders 1 

Stays in budget  1 Financial risk measurement 1 

Break-even time  1 Risk assessment  1 

Present value/costs 
1
 Cost-benefit data 

1
 

Table C.1: Metrics from the financial dimension appropriate in the front-end of design-driven NPD 
x: deleted in step x 

Step 1: deletion of metrics inappropriate for radical NPD 

Griffin & Page (1996) identified the metrics met profit goal, IRR and ROI as most useful for 

radical projects. Hence all other metrics from this dimension are deleted. 

Step 2: deletion of metrics inappropriate for design-driven NPD 

In this step no additional metrics need to be deleted. 

Step 3: deletion of metrics inappropriate for front-end of design-driven NPD  

In the front-end, financial metrics are not regularly used since financial results are still just 

educated guesses (Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004). Hence, financial metrics are difficult in 

the front-end of design-driven NPD. Indeed, Verganti (2009) argues that in this phase ROI is 

often misleading. Therefore the remaining metrics from step 1 and  2 can only be used as an 

indication.  

Customer metrics  

Table C.2: Metrics from the customer dimension appropriate in the front-end of design-driven NPD  
x
: deleted in step x 

Customer → Design discourse metrics 2  

Customer acceptance   → Interpreters Acceptance 
3
 

Customer satisfaction → Interpreters incorporated  the 

vision 
3
 

Number of customers → Engaged key interpreters 3 

Customer competitive advantage 

Perceived quality 
2
 

Perceived superiority in meaning 2  

Percentage of customer retention 3 

Degree of customer loyalty 
3
  

Brand image/ gained reputation 

Met revenue (growth) goals 
1
 

Met sales/unit volume (growth) goals 
1
 

Met market share goals 
1
 

Market potential 3 

Market chance → Robustness of vision 3 

Existence of latent customer segments → 

Impact of vision on society 2 

Number of current competitors 2 
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Step 1: deletion of metrics inappropriate for radical NPD 

As already discussed for the financial metrics met revenue/sales/market share goals are 

inappropriate for radical projects. Met profit goals and ROI are better suited as metric for 

radical NPD.  

No other metric needs to be deleted in this step. However, some remarks can be made 

regarding their importance. First of all, Griffin & Page (1996) argue that if customers won’t 

accept the radical new product, the product won’t sell. And that the product must also 

satisfy the customers, otherwise sales will stagnate. Indeed, after the initial screening stage, 

emphasizing customer acceptance leads to success also for radical projects (Carbonell et al, 

2004). Moreover, Griffin & Page (1996) identified competitive advantage as an important 

product metric for radical products. Langerak et al (2004) classify competitive advantage as a 

customer metric. The competitive advantage and perceived superiority of the product from 

a customer’s perspective are important to include. Finally, radical NPD has a greater impact 

on the company’s brand image then incremental NPD (Chiesa et al., 2009).  

Step 2: deletion of metrics inappropriate for design-driven NPD 

First of all, the core of design-driven NPD is proposing new meanings, so the perceived 

superiority of meaning and its related competitive advantage should be considered. When 

the meaning is not relevant for customers the project should be terminated. When a 

different ‘superior’ meaning is offered to customers they will focus less on the quality of the 

product but more on the image of the company. Perceived quality is thus not suitable as 

metric. Furthermore, Verganti (2009) argues that design-driven NPD is the most powerful 

way to create brand equity since the new product meaning and language determine the 

experience and thereby influence the view on the brand. Since your image and reputation 

also helps in engaging interpreters, they are output as well as input metrics for design-driven 

NPD (Verganti, 2009).   

Moreover, measuring the existence of latent customer segments for design-driven projects 

requires a different interpretation than for other radical NPD projects. As the Nintendo Wii 

mentioned in the introduction demonstrates, by changing the meaning different customer 

segments are reached. New proposals change the segments, so a traditional view on 

customer segments is not appropriate for design-driven projects. Indeed, Verganti (2009) 

proposes ´impact of the vision on society´ as suitable metric. This metric considers the 

transformation and creation of new customer segments.  

Furthermore, since the market changes by the introduction of design-driven products also 

the direct competitors change. For example, are the traditional game consoles Playstation 

and Xbox competitors of the Nintendo Wii, or does the Wii compete more directly with 

family board games, or has it even no direct competitors at all? Measuring the number of 

current competitors is thus not suitable for design-driven projects.   
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Step 3: deletion of metrics inappropriate for front-end of design-driven NPD  

The percentage of customer retention and degree of customer loyalty are not yet known in 

the front-end and thus can be deleted from the set. In contrast, market potential and 

customer acceptance are commonly used in the front-end. Since these are appropriate in 

the back-end of radical (design-driven) NPD they were not yet deleted in the previous steps. 

However, in the front-end of design-driven NPD these metrics are not appropriate.  

Carbonell et al. (2004) show that putting too much emphasis on customer-based input is not 

appropriate in the early idea screening gate of radical technological-pushed NPD. This can 

also hold for the front-end of design-driven NPD. Putting too much emphasis on customer 

acceptance, for example by measuring reactions from focus groups, can restrict the 

formulation of design driven NPD ideas (Verganti, 2011). The context and user approach 

becomes different when the meaning is radically changed (Verganti, 2011). However, a focus 

group will still use the current socio-cultural context and approach and search for what they 

already know. Hence, they may not immediately understand the new product and reject it at 

first (Verganti, 2011). New meanings often convert consumers gradually and thus take of 

relative slowly (Verganti, 2009). Hence, in the beginning it is yet unknown whether the 

product will become successful or that sales will stagnate. Verganti (2009) discusses many 

examples of successful design-driven new products that would never have been put on the 

market if the companies would have listened to the customers. Hence, focusing on customer 

acceptance and satisfaction in the front-end of design-driven NPD can be dangerous.  

Instead of focusing on customer acceptance itself, it is more appropriate to focus on 

preparing the market so that the likelihood on acceptance increases. Through discussing the 

company’s vision with other interpreters, these other interpreters may internalize the vision 

and help change the context and hence make the proposed meaning more meaningful and 

attractive. As seen in paragraph 3.2. one of the important actions in the front-end of design-

driven NPD is indeed this addressing of the design discourse. Working together with other 

interpreters will make the socio-cultural transition envisioned by the company more likely. 

Other interpreters will create products and services coherent with the envisioned way of 

living, so that all will fit together both functionally and symbolically (Verganti, 2009).  

Furthermore, by interacting with other interpreters companies can test their assumptions, 

exchange information on future scenarios, and discuss their vision on the future. After all, 

knowledge about meanings is diffused (Verganti, 2009). Hence, customer acceptance is 

replaced by interpreters acceptance and customer satisfaction by interpreters incorporated 

the vision. However, the number of interpreters is not key, but engaging the right 

interpreters (Verganti, 2009). It is crucial to select from the large pile those that have both 

the right knowledge and enough seductive power to put a new meaning on the market 

(Verganti, 2009). Therefore the metric number of customers is replaced by engaged key 

interpreters.  
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Second, in the front-end traditional market opportunity approaches are seen as inaccurate 

and unreliable for radical technology-pushed projects (Carbonell et al., 2004). This also holds 

for the front-end of design-driven projects, because the launch of design-driven new 

products changes the market by introducing a new view (Verganti, 2009). Hence market 

potential and market chance are deleted. Instead Verganti (2009) proposes ‘robustness of 

vision’ as a metric. The market chance of a design-driven product depends on the way the 

market evolves. However, the future is of course uncertain and the vision of the company 

that is embodied by the design-driven project may not occur in reality. Therefore by 

measuring the robustness of the vision, and thereby accounting for the likelihood that the 

vision becomes reality, the market chance and potential are taken into consideration. 

In sum, too much emphasis on customer and market related metrics can be restricting in the 

front-end of design-driven NPD. Therefore, the name of this performance dimension can be 

best replaced by design-discourse dimension. 

Product 

Table C.3: Metrics from the product dimension appropriate in the front-end of design-driven NPD 
x: deleted in step x 

Step 1: deletion of metrics inappropriate for radical NPD 

As discussed for the financial metrics, development cost and break-even time are not the 

most appropriate metrics for radical NPD projects. More sophisticated financial metrics are 

more appropriate for radical NPD projects (Griffin & Page, 1996). 

Step 2: deletion of metrics inappropriate for design-driven NPD  

First of all, the strength of the new product image is of greater importance than its technical 

performance or quality when the product offers a distinct meaning to the consumers 

(Verganti, 2009).  

Second, feasibility should not only include technical aspects. For design-driven NPD also the 

ability of the company to diffuse the proposed meaning is important to incorporate in 

feasibility questions.  

Step 3: deletion of metrics inappropriate for front-end of design-driven NPD 

First of all, as discussed in depth for customer metrics, customer input in the front-end 

restricts the creation of ideas. Hence, the adaption of product to market needs and 

Product 

Met performance specification 2 Adaption of product to market needs and requirements 3 
Met quality specifications 2 Consistency of product with resources and capabilities of firm 
Feasibility Degree of strength of the new product image 
Development costs of project 1 Customer degree of satisfaction with and fidelity to new product 3 

Competitive advantage Ability to launch on time 
Product uniqueness Speed to market: development length 
Strategic fit of product Break-even time 1 
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requirements and the customer degree of satisfaction with and fidelity to the new product 

are not appropriate in the front-end of design-driven NPD.  

Second, at the idea screening gate, selecting radical technology-pushed project ideas on 

basis of strategic fit with the firm is better than on basis of financial metrics (Carbonell et al, 

2004). This also holds for the front-end of design-driven NPD. Closely related to strategic fit 

is the fit with the firm’s resources and capabilities. Furthermore, Tzokas et al. (2004) show 

that feasibility and product uniqueness are commonly used in the front-end.   

Appropriate program–level metrics in the front-end of design-driven NPD  

Metrics measured on program-level consider the total set of projects performed. This 

paragraph will consider design-driven NPD as a distinct NPD program, separate from 

technology-pushed (lead often by the R&D department) and market-pulled (lead often by 

the marketing department) NPD programs. Indeed, some companies have a separate 

department or a unit within a department dedicated to design-driven research (Verganti, 

2009).  

Table C.4: Metrics on program-level appropriate in the front-end of design-driven NPD 
x: deleted in step x 

Program-level metrics 

Number of products introduced 

Benefits from development of new products/ 

Impact of the new product program on 

corporate performance/ Return on investment 

for the new product development process 

Program hits/exceeds our objectives 

Number of abandoned projects 

Number of projects awarded 

(New product program profitability) not under 

full control of program* 3 

New product program sales  1 

Subjective importance of new product 

program 

Overall success of the program 

Patentable discoveries per dollar spent  2 

percentage of budget spent on research 

% projects done in cooperation with others 

% project evaluation ideas applied into new 

projects 

Number of patents  2 

Percentage of technology new meaning in new 

products  2 

(Engineering) hours spent on projects 

Development process cost   1 

(Development process speed) not too strict * 3 

(Process efficiency)  not too strict * 3 

(Sum of revised project duration compared to planned) not 

too strict  * 3 

Degree of employee information 

Availability of technological, human, and economic 

resources 

Degree of  market and customer socio-cultural orientation 2 

Degree of learning and innovation orientation  

Degree of quality orientation/ Number of times rework  2 

Degree of interfunctional coordination 

Degree of internal and external cooperation; collaborated 

with global, diverse set of interpreters 2 

Degree of high-management support  

Development of information processes of transmission and 

diffusion 

Rate of re-use standard designs or proven technologies 

vision of future socio-cultural changes  2 

 

* Depending on definition of program-level 
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Step 1: deletion of metrics inappropriate for radical NPD 

For radical projects the most useful financial metrics are met profit goal or ROI/IRR (Griffin & 

Page, 1996). Hence, also on program-level new product program profitability would be the 

most appropriate financial metric and therefore all other financial metrics are deleted.  

Step 2: deletion of metrics inappropriate for design-driven NPD 

Not all program-level metrics are as appropriate for design-driven NPD as for technology-

pushed NPD for which they were often identified. For example, measuring the percentage of 

new technology in new products is strongly related to technology-pushed NPD. For design-

driven NPD this would be equivalent to measuring the percentage of new meaning in the 

new products. Technology does not have to be changed for introducing a design-driven new 

product (Verganti, 2009). The rate of re-use of standard designs or proven technology is also 

technology focused. For design-driven NPD this measure can be translated into the rate of 

reuse of future socio-cultural visions for different proposals.  

Second, the metrics related to patents are removed. Although some design-driven new 

products can be protected by means of intellectual property, most of the times this is very 

difficult. Intellectual property can help in protecting product languages and signs, but 

protecting emotional and symbolic value stays difficult (Verganti, 2009). Therefore a better 

way to protect your design-driven new products is by using the company’s reputation 

(Verganti, 2009). When people consider buying a product with a new meaning, people hold 

innovative companies in higher esteem than imitators (Verganti, 2009). In addition, the 

company’s reputation is also more important than the quality of the products when 

companies compete on meaning (Verganti, 2009).  

Moreover, as explained in paragraph 5.6.1 too much focus on customers current needs is 

not suitable. Therefore metrics like the degree of market and customer orientation are 

removed and substituted by the degree of socio-cultural evolution orientation. Instead of 

studying the existing customers in the existing socio-cultural model done by market-pulled 

NPD, design-driven NPD results from studying the evolution of socio-cultural models 

(Verganti, 2009). Investigating the evolution of society, economy, culture, art, science and 

technology is important in the development of new meanings (Verganti, 2009). However, it 

is not about analyzing the socio-cultural trends that are already happening, because then the 

meaning is not new anymore (Verganti, 2009). Instead it is about investigating new 

possibilities that are consistent with the evolution pattern, but have not yet happened 

(Verganti, 2009).  

Furthermore, the percentage of projects done in cooperation with others is also an 

important measure for design-driven NPD. As explained earlier the company is not the only 

interpreter in the design discourse, and by working together with others better insights can 

be gained and the likelihood that the new proposal will be accepted by customers will 

increase (Verganti, 2009). However, for design-driven NPD it is not about how much you 
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collaborate, but how and with whom (Verganti, 2009). These aspects are of course more 

difficult to capture in a metric. How do you measure whether you cooperate with the right 

interpreter? Verganti (2009) states several facets of collaboration important for design-

driven NPD. He argues that it is not just about local collaborations but about global ones. For 

example, multinationals can profit from interacting with interpreters from different 

nationalities to get insights in those markets. Moreover, he argues that companies should 

work with multiple interpreters from different categories (scholars, firms, designers, media, 

artists, suppliers etc). By combining those insights, new ideas can be created. This leads to a 

fuller image. These things can be captured in metrics. For example, is the set of interpreters 

diverse, global, and are there interpreters from different categories?   

Step 3: deletion of metrics inappropriate for front-end of design-driven NPD 

On program-level, normally no distinction is made between the front- and back-end of the 

NPD process, since the whole set of projects across the entire process is considered. 

However, similar to a R&D department, companies can also have a design-driven NPD 

department that focuses foremost on design-driven research. The ideas that flow out of this 

program are further developed by other departments. In this case although the sum of 

different projects is considered, still all projects are in the design-driven research phase. 

Hence, sales and profitability measures are still just educated guesses and therefore not 

appropriate (Carbonell-Foulquié et al., 2004). Of course the results of projects that have 

been fully developed and launched can be considered. However, then the influences of the 

other departments are hard to filter out.  

Furthermore, since all projects are in the front-end phase, too much process control is not 

suitable, so also too detailed process metrics are removed. The front-end of design-driven 

NPD is one where iterations are necessary as shown in paragraph 3.2 (Verganti, 2009). 

Therefore metrics related to the degree of quality orientation or number of times rework are 

less suitable for design-driven NPD projects. 

Appropriate firm–level metrics in the front-end of design-driven NPD  

On firm-level no difference is made between metrics in the front- and back-end of the NPD 

process or between radical versus incremental projects since all NPD strategies are included. 

Hence no metrics need to be deleted on this level since they will all be suitable for at least 

one of the NPD strategies. However, this paragraph will consider the most appropriate 

metrics if the company would have a strong focus on design-driven NPD.  
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Table C.5: Metrics on firm-level appropriate in the front-end of design-driven NPD 
x: deleted in step x 

Step 1: deletion of metrics inappropriate for radical NPD  

The metrics from the marketing dimension are mostly removed since they are closer 

connected to market-pulled NPD than to design-driven NPD. Becoming too close to the 

customer can restrict design-driven NPD (Verganti, 2009). 

The percentage of customer-driven projects is closely connected to the incremental market-

pulled NPD strategy and thus not appropriate for radical NPD. However, the amount of  

radical and incremental projects need to be balanced since the first are more costly 

(Reibstein & Shankar, 2010). Hence, instead of measuring the percentage of incremental 

customer-driven projects, the amount of radical projects can be measured.  

Step 2: deletion of metrics inappropriate for design-driven NPD  

First of all, as explained earlier measures including patents are less suitable for design-driven 

NPD. Therefore, they are removed.  

As explained earlier, reputation is a better mechanism to protect your design-driven 

products than technical performance and patents. Therefore company positioning may be 

an even more important input metric than for other types of NPD. Also the metric; ability to 

communicate with clients can be seen as important since the new meaning must be 

communicated well to the customers.  In contrast, intermediary support or the quality of 

competitors products are of less concern when customers considering buying products with 

such distinct meaning. 

Overall, under the competence based dimension, the metrics are more appropriate for 

market-pulled NPD than for design-driven NPD. Since with design-driven NPD you create a 

new meaning, and thus a new market with different competitors.  

Firm-level metrics 
Can be line-extended/ leads to future opportunities 
This year’s new products fit with business strategy 
Hit a window of opportunity 
Degree to which program hits objectives 
Overall success (subjective) 
Number of new products 
% of products with high profits 
% of profits under patent protection  2 
% of profits provided by products less than 5 years old 
% of sales provided by products less than 5 years old 
% of sales under patent protection

 2
 

PR value; amount of free advertising 
created by the new products 
ROI of program  

Success/Failure rate of new products 
Capacity for reaction of competition  2 
Degree of marketing orientation of competitors 

2
 

Quality of competitors’ products 2 
Image of competitors’ products 
Marketing capabilities 1 
Front-line personal capabilities 1 
Market analysis resources

 1
 

Ability to communicate with clients 
Company positioning 
Intermediary support

 2
 

Percentage of customer driven radical projects 
1
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Step 3: deletion of metrics inappropriate for front-end of design-driven NPD 

On firm-level no difference is made between metrics in the front- and back-end. Hence, in 

this step no metrics are deleted.  

Appropriateness of intuition in the front-end of design-driven NPD  

Step 1: deletion of metrics inappropriate for radical NPD 

Intuition is very suitable for radical NPD because of the high uncertainty level.  

Step 2: deletion of metrics inappropriate for design-driven NPD 

Idem as step 1. 

Step 3: deletion of metrics inappropriate for front-end of design-driven NPD 

The front-end of the process is also characterized by high levels of uncertainty. This makes 

intuition in the front-end of design-driven NPD even more important. This corresponds to 

the importance of informal controls in this area. 
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Appendix D: Current metrics at Philips Design 
 

 Dimension Indicators Related indicators in literature 
review 

Control 
type 

FI
R

M
-L

EV
EL

: P
H

IL
IP

S 

Firm-level Sales % of sales provided by new 
products less than 5 years old 

Output 

Firm-level EBITA % of profits provided by new 
products less than 5 years old 

Output 

Firm-level Cash flow  ROI Output 

Firm-level NPS  PR value: amount of free 
advertising created 

Output 

Firm-level EES  - Input 

Firm-level Productivity   Degree to which program hit 
objectives 

Output 

P
R

O
G

R
A

M
M

E-
LE

V
EL

: 
 

P
H

IL
IP

S 
D

ES
IG

N
  

Financial  
(Value 
creation) 

Investments in Design: 
Philips internal and 
external sales  (AOP,YtD) 

Percentage of budget spent on 
design 

Input 

Financial  
(Value 
creation) 

Margin: 
 EBITDA (AOP, YtD) 

ROI or met profitability goals 
(project/firm-level) 
(margin found to be not 
suitable for radical NPD) 

Output 

Customer 
(Value 
creation) 

Design Awards: 
Number of Design awards 

Interpreter acceptance 
(project-level) /subjective 
importance of our NPD 
program 

Output 

Customer 
(Value 
creation) 

Design impact on NPS: 
(Completed milestones in 
approach for Design 
impact on NPS) 

Benefits from  development of 
new products/ Interpreter 
satisfaction (project- level) 
(customer satisfaction found 
inappropriate) 

Output/ 
Process 

Customer 
(Customer) 

Design Integration: 
Completed Design 
business reviews % 

Degree of interfunctional 
coordination 

 

Customer 
(Customer) 

Business Partner Loyalty: 
Average Internal Design 
NPS Improvement # 

Degree of interfunctional 
coordination/ (Internal) 
Interpreter satisfaction 
 
 
 

 

 
(Ways of 
working, 
processes) 

Client billability: 
Utilization as % of 
workable hours % 

Hours spent on project/ 
process efficiency 
(strict process controls found 
inappropriate) 

Input/ 
Process 

 
(Ways of 
working, 
processes) 

Project cost adherence: 
Total cost of Projects as % 
of total cost budget 
(closed projects only) % 

Development process cost/ 
process efficiency 

Output/ 
Process 
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 Dimension Indicators Related indicators in literature 
review 

Control 
type 

(People 
&Innovation 
competence
s) 

Employee Engagement: 
EES (including “pride”) / 
PLI (people leadership 
index) index % 

Degree of employee 
information 

Input 

 

(People 
&Innovation 
competence
s) 

Team (triangle) 
effectiveness: 
Action plans for 
improvement available in 
Q1  
% of action points for 
improvement achieved 
according to plan in Q4 
 

Percentage of project 
evaluation ideas applied into 
new projects / Development of 
information processes of 
transmission and diffusion 

Input/ 
Process 

P
R

O
JE

C
T

-L
EV

EL
: P

R
O

JE
C

T 
TE

A
M

 

Process Team (triangle) 
effectiveness 

Degree of interfunctional 
coordination/ process 
efficiency (program-level) 
 
 

Process 

Customer Business partner loyalty 
(internal NPS)  

Degree of interfunctional 
coordination (program-level)/ 
(Internal) Interpreters 
incorporated vision/acceptance 

Output 

Input  Employee Engagement 
Index 

Degree of employee 
information (Program level) 

Input 

Fu
n

ct
io

n
al

 

- Functional objectives 
 
 
 
 

Depending on functional 
objectives 

- 

In
d

iv
id

u
al

 

- Personal Objectives 
 
 
 
 

Depending on personal 
objectives 

- 

Table D.1: Current metrics used within Philips Design  
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Appendix E: Current metrics at Philips Research 
 Dimension Key Performance 

Indicators at Philips 
Research 

Related indicators in literature 
review   

Control 
type 

P
R

O
G

R
A

M
-L

EV
EL

: 
 

P
H

IL
IP

S 
R

ES
EA

R
C

H
 

 

Financial  
(Value 
Created) 
 
Strategic 
Cycle: Yearly 

Business Creation (to grow 
Philips): 
 # of business initiatives 
transferred to Seed phase 
(internal-CT + Sectors; 
external+ licensing) 

Benefits from development of new 
products/  
Return on investment for the new 
product development process 

Output/ 
Process 

Innovating to improve 
Philips global competitive 
position: 
Number of business 
successes with a financial 
impact of at least 25 M€ per 
annum, resulting from 
research transfers over the 
last 5-10 years                         

Benefits from development of new 
products/  
Return on investment for the new 
product development process/ 
% of sales provided by products less 
than 5 years old 

Output 

Building and sustaining a 
strong IPR position: 
Number of patent filings 
per researcher per year 

- Output 

Financial  
(Value 
Created) 
 
Operational 
BBS: Quarterly 

Innovating to improve the 
Philips global competitive 
position: 
a)  Number of transfers 

registered in Projects 
database (ytd) 

Benefits from development of new 
products/  
Return on investment for the new 
product development process 

Output 

Innovating to improve the 
Philips global competitive 
position: 
b)  Number of (technical) 

reports per researcher 

Process efficiency (not too strict) Output 

Building and sustaining a 
strong IPR position: 
a) Number of Invention 

Disclosures 

- Output 

Building and sustaining a 
strong IPR position: 
b) Number of Patent 

Applications 

- Output 

Supporting the reputation 
of Philips as an innovative 
electronics company: 
Number of external 
scientific publications 
(2*invited papers + 
manuscripts) for external 
journals and conferences 
per researcher 
 
 
 

Interpreter acceptance Output 
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 Dimension Key Performance 
Indicators at Philips 
Research 

Related indicators in literature 
review   

Control 
type 

Source of innovation talent 
for Philips and its innovation 
eco-system: 
Transfer of employees 
(graduates): % of total 
outflow (ytd): 
a) into other parts of Philips 

Engaged key interpreters Output 

Source of innovation talent 
for Philips and its innovation 
eco-system: 
Transfer of employees 
(graduates): % of total 
outflow (ytd): 
b)  into other parts of eco-
system 

Engaged key interpreters Output 

Maintaining a healthy 
financial position: 
Revenue of Research *M€+ 
(ytd) 

Met profit goals (only as an 
indication) 

Output 

Customers 
 
Strategic 
Cycle: Yearly 
 

Forming Strategic 
partnerships with our 
Sectors and Bus: 
Average score on the 
Strategic Partnership PST 
over all BUs, Sectors and all 
questions 

Interpreter acceptance Output 

Open Innovation: 
Commercialization axis 
(Customer Intimacy): 
Percentage of projects vs 
total, in which an external 
customer, partner or 
supplier, in a business 
relationship with a 
Sector/BU,  is involved 

Engaged key interpreters Process 

Customers 
 
Operational 
BBS: Quarterly 

Traffic Light feedback 
received: 
Percentage of projects for 
which traffic light feedback 
was received 

Interpreter acceptance Process 

Traffic Light Scores: 
Percentage of Greens in 
traffic light scores 

Interpreter acceptance Output 

Project Reporting: 
Percentage of projects with 
up to date progress report 
in Projects 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
 
 

Process 
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 Dimension Key Performance 
Indicators at Philips 
Research 

Related indicators in literature 
review   

Control 
type 

Processes 
 
Strategic 
Cycle: Yearly 

Creating a coherent 
outward-looking vision of 
future technologies shared 
within Philips: 
Implementation level of 
desired strategy 
documentation and 
communication averaged 
over the Programs 

- Process 

Creating and maintaining a 
well-balanced research 
project portfolio:  
Evaluation of Process- 
stages for Contract and 
Company Research, 
averaged over Themes and 
Accounts 

- Process 

New Business Opportunity 
Creation: 
Number of Lab Ventures 
created + number of 
Venture Dives executed 

Benefits from development of new 
products 
 

Output 

Customer Relationship 
Management: 
- as of 2008 measured as 
average progress in the 10-
step KAM process 

Interpreter acceptance Output 

Open Innovation: Capability 
axis (Leveraging capabilities 
and International presence: 
Percentage of projects in a 
laboratory with partners, 
where a partner is an 
academic institute, 
government agency, or 
industry 

Engaged key interpreters Process 

Participation in publicly 
funded Programmes: 
Percentage of publicly 
funded + additional funded 
FTEs normalized to the 
number of Research directs 

Engaged key interpreters Input/ 
Process 

Processes 
 
Operational 
BBS: Quarterly 

Maintaining a healthy 
financial position: 
a) Forecasted EBIT vs. AOP 
at year's end *M€+ 

ROI/IRR (only as an indication) 
Met profit goals (only as an 
indication) 

Output/ 
Process 

Maintaining a healthy 
financial position: 
c) Actual EBIT vs. Forecast 

*M€+ (year to date) 
 
 
 

ROI/IRR (only as an indication) 
Met profit goals (only as an 
indication) 
 
 

Output/ 
Process 
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 Dimension Key Performance 
Indicators at Philips 
Research 

Related indicators in literature 
review   

Control 
type 

Sustainability: Green 
Innovation: 
Percentage of projects with 
up to date GIA 

- Output/ 
Process 

Project Management 
Maturity: 
Score on a Project 
Management Maturity PST 

Process efficiency (not too strict) Process 

Excellence  Management: 
Completion level of 
Management Agenda of 
Research 
 

- Output 

People 
 
Strategic 
Cycle: Yearly 

Ensuring engagement by 
good people management 
and offering an innovative 
and exciting climate: 
a) Employee Engagement 

Index (EEI) [%fav., 
average] 

Engaged key interpreters Input 

Ensuring engagement by 
good people management 
and offering an innovative 
and exciting climate: 
b)  People Leadership 

Index (PLI) [% fav., 
average] 

Engaged key interpreters Input 

Ensuring engagement by 
good people management 
and offering an innovative 
and exciting climate: 
c) Percentage scored in 

Innovative/Creative 
Climate Survey 

Engaged key interpreters Input 

People 
 
Operational 
BBS: Quarterly 

Competence Development: 
Cumulative absolute gaps in 
staffing as % of total 
contract volume (at the end 
of the quarter) 

- Input 

Engagement/Innovative 
Climate: 
EES follow-up: % of 
departments with action(s) 
finished 

Engaged key interpreters Input 

Table E.1: Current metrics used within Philips Research 
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Appendix F: Sources used  

Sources used as input for analysis  

 

Documentation  
Brand, R., & Rocchi, S. (2011). Rethinking value in a changing landscape. Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 

Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. (2011, April). The Net Promoter Score (NPS). 

Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. (2011). Annual Report 2010. Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 

Philips Design. (2011). Design for company innovation 2011. Koninklijke Philips Elecronics N.V. 

Philips Design. (2011). The Biological Age . Koninklijke Philips Electronics N.V. 

Philips Design. (2011, June). Who we are, what we do . 

Philips Design. (2010, April). Who we are. 

Ruiter, A. (2010). Get inspired by the Design Probes. Delft: Delft University of Technology. 

Table F.0.2: Documentation used as input for the analysis 

  

Name Title Part of Philips 

Ferrie Aalders Senior Director Business 
Excellence 

Philips Research 

Reon Brand Senior Research Director Philips Design 

Geert Christiaansen Business Development Manager Philips Design 

Tom Djajadiningrat Senior Design Consultant Philips Design 

Paul Gardien Head of Strategy & Design 
Innovation 

Philips Design 

Ferdy Gilsing Design Management Processes 
Manager 

Philips Design 

Bas Griffioen Program Manager Philips Design 

Mark Gunther Program Manager NVI (New 
Ventures Integration) 

Project Management NVI 

Clive van Heerden Senior Creative Director Philips Design 

Wendelien Loopik Business Development Manager Philips Design 

Theo Martens Senior Director Innovation 
Excellence 

Corporate Technologies 

Eric Quint Head of Design Management & 
Consulting 

Philips Design 

Table F.0.1: Persons within Philips which were interviewed as input for the analysis  
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Sources used to validate results 

Name Title Part of Philips 

Ferrie Aalders Senior Director Business 
Excellence 

Philips Research 

Ton Borsboom Design Manager Philips Design 

Reon Brand Senior Research Director Philips Design 

Geert Christiaansen Business Development Manager Philips Design 

Tom Djajadiningrat Senior Design Consultant Philips Design 

Paul Gardien Head of Strategy & Design 
Innovation 

Philips Design 

Ferdy Gilsing Design Management Processes 
Manager 

Philips Design 

Clive van Heerden Senior Creative Director Philips Design 

Wendelien Loopik Business Development Manager Philips Design 

Theo Martens Senior Director Innovation 
Excellence 

Corporate Technologies 

Remco Timmer Design Manager Philips Design 
Table F.3: Persons within Philips which were interviewed to validate results 
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Appendix G: Subprograms objectives and KPIs related to main objectives 
 

 Foresight and Design Probes Rapid Co-creation Enabling Platforms & Thematic Research 

Agility 

Identify the probable 
systematic shifts in the 
social and economic 
domains likely to affect the 
company 

 Publication score 
 

 External thought leader net 
promoter indication  

 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication 

External partner involvement 
 
Openness 
 
Cross-functional partnership 

 Engaged key external thought 
leaders and opinion leaders 
within Philips: built relationship 
with global divers set of key 
interpreters /  # of resulting 
partnerships 

Cross-functional 
partnership 

 
Cross-sector leverage 

 Engaged key external thought leaders 
and opinion leaders within Philips: built 
relationship with global divers set of key 
interpreters /  # of resulting partnerships 

Speed 

Result in contextual 
insights that are used to 
inspire new business; i.e. 
translating insights to 
short term elements 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication  

 # of elements incorporated in 
business 

Define scope and incorporate 
existing knowledge so no time is 
wasted on creating it again 

 Engaged key external thought 
leaders  (external to 
subprogram, so also people from 
other subprograms) and opinion 
leaders within Philips 
 

Scan territory and  
incorporate existing 
knowledge so no time 
is wasted on creating 
it again 

 Engaged key external thought leaders 
(external to subprogram, so also people 
from other subprograms)  and opinion 
leaders within Philips 

Experiments to validate  without 
fully developing prototypes to 
reduce time 

 

 External thought leader net 
promoter indication 

Initial experiments to 
validate  without fully 
developing prototypes 
to reduce time 

  

 External thought leader net promoter 
indication  

Seeds/ propositions implemented 
into market sector 

(and make sure they are accepted. 
In this way no time in the later 
phases in spilled by recreating 
existing knowledge.) 

 

 

 

 Opinion leaders within Philips 
net promoter indication  

 # of propositions implemented 
in business/ transferred to Seed 
phase 

Knowledge transfer: 
capability embedded 
in standing 
organization 

(and make sure they 
are accepted. In this 
way no time in the 
later phases in spilled 
by recreating existing 
knowledge.) 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication  

 # of propositions implemented in 
business/ transferred to Seed phase 
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 Foresight and Design Probes Rapid Co-creation Enabling Platforms & Thematic Research 

People 
focus 

Research the paradigm 
changes, weak signals and 
socio-cultural trends 

 Engaged key external thought 
leaders and opinion leaders within 
Philips: built relationship with 
global divers set of key interpreters 
/  # of resulting partnerships 
 

Identify behavior, motivation and 
need/ Uncontested market space 

 

 External thought leader net 
promoter indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication  

Hypothesis  External thought leader net promoter 
indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net promoter 
indication 
 

Stimulate debate with 
provocations 

(resulting in insights) 

 Engaged key external thought 
leaders and opinion leaders within 
Philips: built relationship with 
global divers set of key interpreters 
/  # of resulting partnerships 
 

Find solution for dilemma/need  External thought leader net 
promoter indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication 
 

Experiments  External thought leader net promoter 
indication  
 

Challenge conventional 
ways of thinking by 
building strong 
provocations and visions 

 Publication score 

 External thought leader net 
promoter indication  

 Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication 

Experiments to validate  without 
fully developing prototypes 

 External thought leader net 
promoter indication  
 

  

Efficiency 
& scale 

contextual insights are 
used to inspire new 
business; i.e. translating 
insights to short term 
elements 

 Opinion leaders within Philips 
net promoter indication  

 # of elements incorporated in 
business 

Seeds/ propositions implemented 
into market sectors 

 Opinion leaders within Philips 
net promoter indication  

 # of propositions implemented 
in business/ transferred to 
Seed phase 
 

Knowledge transfer: 
capability embedded 
in standing 
organization 

 Opinion leaders within Philips net 
promoter indication  

 # of propositions implemented in 
business/ transferred to Seed phase 
 

Bad propositions removed so that 
no resources are spilled 

 Number of abandoned 
propositions 

Bad propositions 
removed so that no 
resources are spilled 

 Number of abandoned propositions 

Table G.1.: Subprograms objectives and KPIs related to main objectives 
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